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PREFACE 
Special functions aie the solutions of a wide class of mathematically and phys-
ically relevant functional equations. The special functions of mathematical physics, 
such as tlie t:lassical orthogonal polynomials (the Laguerre, Hermite and Jacobi 
polynomials), the spherical, cylindrical and hypergeometric functions, arise in the 
solutions of many theoretical and applied problems of physics, engineering, statistics, 
biology, economics and other most diverse areas of natural, life and social sciences. 
The theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful formulae is very well 
suited to an algorithmic approach to mathematics. Although, special functions can 
IJC dolmcd lu dillerenl \va>'s sucii as (Rodngues iornmlae, generatmg functions, sum-
mation formulae, integral representations et cetera) but these are usually shown to 
be expressible as series, because this is frequently the most practical way to obtain 
numerical values lor the functions. 
Various generalizations of the special functions of mathematical physics have 
witnessed a significant evolution during the recent years. This further advancement 
in the theory of spec;ial fvmctions serves as an analytic foundation for the majority 
of problems in mathematical physics that have been solved exactly and finds broad 
practical applications. For some physical problems the use of new classes of spe-
cial functions provided solutions hardly achievable with conventional analytic and 
numerical means. 
The operational techniques (including differential and integral operators) pro-
vide a systematic and analytic approach to study special functions. These techniques 
are useful to derive the properties of special functions. The operational techniques 
combined with the monomiality principle open new possibilities to deal with the 
theoretical foundations of special polynomials and also to introduce new families of 
special polynomials. The concepts and the formalism associated with the monomi-
ality treatment can be exploited in different ways. On one side, they can be used 
to simplify the derivation of the properties of ordinary or generalized special poly-
nomial and to introduce new families of polynomials. On the other side, they can 
be useful to establish rules of operational nature, framing the special polynomials 
within the c'ontext of particular solutions of generalized forms of partial differential 
equations of evolution type. The importance of the use of operational techniques in 
the study of special functions and their applications has been recognized by Dattoli 
iii 
and his co-workers, see for example [18-35]. Most of the interest is relevant to oper-
ational identities associated with ordinary and inulti-variable forms of Hermite and 
Laguerre ])olynomials. 
Recently-, now families of special polynomials and functions, particularly useful 
in physics a.re introduced and their properties have been derived by using operational 
methods, see for exani]:)le [50-55]. Very recently , Subuhi Khan et al. [53, 55] intro-
duced Hermit(^d)asefl Ai:)i)ell and Sheffer polynomials and discussed their properties 
and applications by employing certain operational methods. The concepts and the 
formalism associated wWh monomiality principle, Appell and Sheffer sequences are 
used to introduce tlH\se families. Also, Subuhi Khan et al. [52] introduced Laguerre-
based Ai)pell i)olynomials and studied their properties. A correspondence between 
the Appell fauiily and the Laguerre-Appell family is established. The operational 
identities exploited in the theory of exponential operators can be used to derive 
the sunnufition formulae and mixed generating relations involving various forms of 
Hermite-Kampe de Feriet base polynomials and functions. The results established in 
[54] express a clear idea that the use of operational techniques provide a simple and 
straightforward methcjd to get mixed generating relations for special polynomials 
and firnctions. Motivated by the importance of two-variable forms of Hermite poly-
nomials and due to their link with other generalized Hermite polynomials, Subuhi 
Khan and Alsaad [51] have established summation formulae for the Gould-Hopper 
generalized Hermite polynomials. 
The theor>- of binomial ermmeration is variously called the calculus of finite dif-
ferences or the unibral calculus. The umbral calculus is a kind of symbolic calculus 
whose starting point is the study of polynomials of binomial type. The term umbral 
calculus was understood to mean the surprising similarities between otherwise un-
related polynomial ecjuations and certain shadowy techniques that can be used to 
'prove' them. These tef'hniques were introduced by John Blissard in 1861 and are 
sometimes called Blissard's symbolic method. 
The modern c:la.ssic:al umbral calculus can be described as a systematic study 
of the class of Sheffer seciuences, made by employing the simplest techniques of 
modern alg(-l)ra. An elementaiy introduction to the modern umbral calculus is 
given by Roman [65]. 
The polynoniials belonging to Sheffer family are very often found in different 
IV 
applications hi piue and applied mathematics. Roman [65] characterize these poly-
nomials in sc\-(>ral ways. Slieff'er polynomials have shown to be quasi-monomial. 
This dissertation j)ro\'ides s}-stematic study of certain special polynomials belonging 
to Sheffer family and explore many of its salient properties. 
The disscn't ation c;onsists of five Chapters: 
In Chai)tpr 1, we review various notations, known definitions, concepts and 
results. Also, we give the basic definitions and results of umbral calculus which are 
used in the presentation of tire work of subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 2, we study Sheffer sequences. Further we discuss the concepts and 
formalism associated with t)perational technique and monomiality principle. We 
also show how Sheffer poh'uomials and monomiality principle are related. 
In Chapter 3, we study certain properties of Laguerre and Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials. Further, we discuss generating function, some expansions, recurrence 
relations and oi)ei'ational fornmlas of Laguerre and Poisson-Charlier polynomials. 
In Chapter 4, we study to assert orthogonality of a polynomial set. Further, 
we derive a general method to find the linear functional for which, the polynomial 
.set is orthogonal. Also, we consider the application of the derived results on some 
Sheffer polynomials. 
In Chapter 5, we study a general method for finding the linearization coeffi-
cient of Sheffer poh'uomials. Further, by using this method we derive linearization 
f:oefficnent of some basic Slieff'er and orthogonal Sheffer polynomial sets. 
At the end, we provide a comprehensive list of references of books, research 
papers et cetera. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Special functions arise in a wide range of problems which exist in classical and 
quantum ])hysics, engineering and applied mathematics. The procedure followed 
in most texts on these topics (e.g., quantum mechanics, electrodynamics, mod-
ern physics, classical mechanics, heat conduction, communication systems, electro-
optics, electro-iiiHgnetic theory, electro-circuit theory et cetera) is to formulate the 
i:)roblem as a differential equation that is related to one of several special differential 
equations (Hermite, Bessel's, Tricomi's, Laguerre's, Legendre's et cetera). The cor-
responding special functions are then introduced as solutions with some discussion of 
recursion formulae, orthogonality relations, asymptotic expressions and other prop-
erties as appropriate. This dissertation is an attempt to present the special functions 
in a broader sense that is done l:»y not introducing them as simply solutions of certain 
differential equations. 
Each special function can be defined in a variety of ways and different authors 
choose different definitions (Rodrigue's formulae, generating functions, summation 
formulae, integral representations et cetera). Whatever the starting definition, it 
is usually sluwn to be expressible as a series, because this is frequently the most 
practical way to obtain numerical values for the functions. A vast mathematical 
literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions as constructed in the 
works of Gauss, Hermite, Euler, Chebyshev, Watson, Hardy and other classical 
authors. Some other developments are given by Andrews [1, 2], Andrews et al. [3], 
Erdelyi et al. [52-54], Iwasaki et al. [48], Lebedev [59], McBride [61], Ranville [64], 
Sneddon [68], Srivastava and Manocha [71], Szego [73], Titchmarch [74], Truesdell 
[75] et cetera. 
Th(^ imibrai calculus, as it was from 1850 to a.bout 1970, consisted primarily 
of a synil)olic teclmicjue for the manipulation of sequences, wliose mathematical 
rigor left much to b(.; desired. This old-style umbral calculus was, however, useful 
1 
in deriving ccntain mathematical results; but unfortunately these results had to 
be verified In' a different, more rigorous methods. In the 1970s Gian-Carlo Rota, 
began to construct a completely rigorous foundation for the theory - one that was 
Ijased on the relatively modern ideas of a linear functional, a linear operator, and an 
adjoint. It is this classical lunbral calculus tliat greatly helps in the study of general 
properties of the principal object of study- the Sheffer sequences. 
This Chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions. 
In Section 1.2, we review the definitions of gamma, beta and related functions. In 
Section 1.3, we review the concepts of generating functions. In Section 1.4 we review 
the definitions of In'pergeometric functions and also give the definitions of some other 
special functions. In Section 1.5, we give the basic definitions and results of umbral 
calculus. However, the definitions and examples treated here are only those which 
are used in our work, thereby laying the ground work for treatment of problems in 
subsequent Chapters. 
1.2. GAMMA, BETA AND RELATED FUNCTIONS 
A fairl>- wide range of special functions can be represented in terms of the 
hypergeometric and confluent hypergeometric functions. We first give the definitions 
and important properties of some elementary functions such as gamma, beta and 
related functions. 
Gamma Function 
The gannna function is a generalization of the factorial function from the domain 
of positive integers to the domain of all real and complex numbers (except for z > 0 
and E.e{z) > 0, respective!)-). For a complex number z with positive real part the 
gamma function is defined by 
Tiz) - / t'~^ e''' dt (Re(2) > 0). (1.2.1) 
The gannna function is distinguished by being analytic (except at the non-
I)ositive integers) and by being the most useful solution in practice and can be 
chaiacterized in several ways. However, the integral representation of T{z) given in 
Ec). (1.2.1) is the most connnon wa.y in which the gamma function is now defined. 
It appears occasionally by itself in physical applications, but much of its im-
portance stems from its usefulness in developing other functions such as hypergeo-
metric functions aiid Bessel functions, which have more direct physical application. 
Further, The gannna fimction is a componeirt in various probability-distribution 
functions and as such it is applicable in the fields of probability and statistics, as 
well as combinatorics. 
Upon integration b}' i)arts, definition (1.2.1) yields the recurrence relation for 
r(z): 
r{z + i) = zr{z), (1.2.2) 
which enables us to use definition (1.2.1) to define r(^) on the entire ^-plane except 
when z is zero or a negative integer as follows: 
r{z) = 
' Jt'~^er' dt (Re(2) > 0), 
0 (1.2.3) 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ (Re(2)<0; 2 7 ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) . 
The recurrence relation (1.2.2) yields the vrseful result 
r (n + 1) = n! (1.2.4). 
Pochhammer's Symbol and the Factorial Function 
The Pochhanmier symbol (A),i is defined by 
(-^ ^"=^1 A(A+l) , . . (A + n - l ) (n = l ,2 , . , . ) . ^^ '^ -^ ^ 
Since (1)„ = n\, the symbol {X)n is also referred to as the factorial function. 
In terms of gamma functions, we have 
(A)„, = — ^ (A ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) , (1.2.6) 
3 
which can easily be verified. Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may now be 
expressed as 
'A^ _ A ( A - l ) . . . ( A - n + l ) _ (-1)"(-A)„ ^^  ^ 7) 
;i.2.8) 
nl n\ n! 
or equivaleutly, as 
'A\ r(A + l) 
n) n\ r(A - n + 1) 
It follows from (1.2.7) and (1.2.8) that 
r(A + l) 
r ( A - n + l) 
which for A = Q — 1, yields 
r ( a - n ) (-1)" 
( - i r ( - A ) n , (1.2.9) 
r (a ) (1 - a)„ ( a 7 ^ 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . ) . (1.2.10) 
Eqs. (1.2.6) and (1.2.10) suggest the definition: 
(A)^„ = -^f^ (n = l , 2 , . . . ; A 7^  0, ±1, ±2 , . . . ) . (1.2.11) 
Eq. (1.2.6) also yields 
(A),„+„ = (A)„(A + m)„ , (1.2.12) 
which in conjunction with (1.2.11), gives 
(A).-. = ^'X^\ (0 < fc < n). (1.2.13) 
(1 - A - n)fc 
For A = 1, we have 
[v - A-)! = V ^ T — (0 < fc < n) , (1.2.14) 
(-^ Ofc 
which may alternatively be written in the form: 
(-" .) . = <; ^ " -^^ - (1.2.15) 
0 (/c > n). 
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Legendre's Duplication Formula 
The Legendre's duplication formula for the gamma function is given by 
V^ ^(2^) = 2'^-' nz) Viz +\) (z ^ 0, - ^ , - 1 , - ^ , . . .)• (1.2.16) 
In view of definition (1.2.5), it is not difficult to show that 
(A).,„, - 2 2 " | 1 A J U ( A + 1 ) 1 (n = 0,l,2,...), (1.2.17) 
which follows also from Eq. (1.2.16). 
Gauss's Multiplication Theorem 
For ev(U'v positive integer ra^ we have 
(A)„,„ = rrf"' f j ( ^ ± l ^ \ in = 0,1, 2,. . .) , (1.2.1J 
which reduces to Eq. (1.2.17) when m — 2. 
Starting from Eq. (1.2.18) with A = mz, it can be proved that 
J - 1 Y{mz) - (27r)(5(i—)) (m)'™--5 ] ^ r ( z + 
m i=i ^ 
1 2 \ 
z ^ O , , , . . . ; m = l , 2 , 3 , . . . , (1.2.19) 
mm J 
which is known as Gauss's nmltiplication theorem for the gamma function. 
The Beta Function 
The beta function B{a,P) is a function of two complex variables a and /3, 
defined by the Eulerian integral of the first kind 
B(o,/^) / r^' (1 - tf-' (it (Re(Q), Re(/3) > 0) . (1.2.20) 
Jo 
The beta function is closely related to the gamma fmiction; in fact, we have 
B{a,[3) = ^ ! ^ ^ (a,/? 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) . (1.2.21) 
In view of Eq. (1.2.21), we obtain the symmetry property 
B{a,(5) = B ( /3 ,Q) . (1.2.22) 
The Incomplete Gamma and Beta Functions 
The iM(()nii:)lete gamma function 7(2, a) and its complement ^(^, a) (also known 
as Prym's fvmction) are defined by 
7(z,a) = / f-^e-^dt (Re(z) > 0 ; |arg(a)| <7r), (1.2.23) 
Jo 
roc 
r{z,Q) = / e-^ e-'dt (|arg(a)| <7r). (1.2.24) 
J n 
We note that 
-f{z,a) + T[z,a) = T{z). (1.2.25) 
The incomplete beta function Bj:{a,P) is defined by 
B,{ajj) = f e-\l-tf-^ dt. (1.2.2G) 
Jo 
1.3. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In 1812, Laplace introduced the concept of 'generating function'. Since then the 
theory of generating functions has been developed in various directions. Generat-
ing relations of special functions arise in a diverse range of applications in quantum 
physics, molecular chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number the-
ory cf ccfc.Td. Generating functions play an important role in the investigation of 
various useful properties of the sequences which they generate. There are various 
methods of ()l)taining generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of 
special functions (and polynomials), see for example [61] and [71]. 
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Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two-variable function F{x, t), which possess a formal (not necessarily 
convergent for t ^  0) power series expansion in t such that 
oc 
F{x,t) = Y.fn{xr^ (1.3.1) 
n=0 
where each member of the coefficient set {/n(a^)}^o i^  independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (1.3.1) of F(x,t) is said to have generated the set {fn{'^)] and F{x,t) 
is called a linear generating function (or, simply, a generating function) for the set 
iUx)]. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
oo 
G'(x,t) = 53c„p„(x)r , (1.3.2) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„.}^o "^ .^Y contain the parameters of the set gn{x), but is 
iudependeut of ./; and t. 
If c„ and fy,i(x) in expansion (1.3.2) are prescribed and if we can formally de-
termine the siun function G{x, t) in terms of known special functions, then we say 
that the generating functions G{x,t) has been found. 
Further, if the set {fni'x)} is defined for n = ±0, ± 1 , ±2, • • •, then the definition 
(1.3.2) may be extended in terms of Laurent series expansion: 
oo 
F*{x,t)= Y, ^nfn{x)r, (1.3.3) 
n=~oo 
where the sequence {ln}^^~oo is independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F(x,y,t) possesses a formal power series expansion 
in t such that 
oo 
F{x,y,t) = J2^nfn{x)fn{y)e, (1.3.4) 
n=0 
wlun(> tli(> s(Miu(nicc {-}„} is independent of x,y, and t, then F{x,y,t) is called a 
bilinear generating functions for the set {/„(x)}. 
More generally, if J^(.T, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
oo 
^i^.y,t) = 5 3 7 n / a ( n ) ( a ; ) / / 3 ( n ) ( 2 / ) ^ " , (1 .3 .5) 
n=0 
where a{n) and /?(n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal, then also 
J^{x,yJ.) is called bilinear generating functions for the set {fn{x)}. 
Further, suppose that a three-variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power 
series expansion in t such that 
H{x,y,t) = Y,Kfn{x)gn{yT, (1.3.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {^„} is independent of x,y and ,^ and the sets of functions 
{/„(x)}^o '^ ii*^  {9n{^)}'^=Q are different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating functions for the set of {/„(a:)} or {gn{x)}. 
The above definition of a bilateral generating function may be extended to 
include bilateral generating function of the type: 
oo 
U{x,y,t) = Y^^nfa{n){x)gDi^a){yY'\ (1 .3 .7) 
ri=0 
where the sequence {7,;} is independent of x,y and t, and the sets of functions 
{/„(.x)}^(, and {P„(.'E)}^O are different and a(n) and (3{n) are functions of n which 
are not nec(\ssarily equal. 
1.4. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
A hypergeonietric series, in the most general sense, is a power series in which the 
ratio of successive coefficients indexed by n is a rational function of n. The series, 
if convergent, will define a hypergeometric function, which may then turn out to be 
defined over a, wider domain of the argument by analytic continuation. Hypergeo-
metric functions have many particular special functions as special cases, including 
many elementary functions, the Bessel functions, the incomplete gamma function, 
the error furictioii, the elhptic integrals and the classical orthogonal polynomials. 
This phenomenon is in part because the hyper geometric functions are solutions to 
the hypergeometric differential equation, which is a fairly general second-order or-
dinary differential equation. The term hypergeometric series also refers to a specific 
type of these series, also known as Gausss series (Carl Friedrich Gauss), which were 
the object of a great deal of interest in the 19th century. 
Tlu^ tv.nn "hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 1655 in his work "Arith-
metrica Infinitorum", when referring to any series which could be regarded as a 
generalization of the ordinary geometric series 
^ Z " = 1+Z + Z^ + .... 
n=0 
Gausss series were studied by Euler in 1769, he established an integral repre-
sentation, a series expansion, a differential equation and several other properties 
including reduction and transformation formulae for hypergeometric function. But 
the first full systematic treatment is found in Gauss's seminal paper of 1812, who in-
troduced the h}-pergeometric series into analysis and gave F-notation for it. Gauss's 
work was of great historical importance because it initiated for reaching develop-
ment in many branches of analysis not only in infinite series, but also in the general 
theories of linear differential equations and functions of a complex variable. The hy-
pergeometric function has retained its significance in modern mathematics because 
of its powerful unifying influence since many of the principal special functions of 
higher analysis are also related to it. 
Studies in the nineteenth century included those of Ernst Kummer, and the fun-
damental chaxacterization by Bernhard Riemann of the F-function by means of the 
differential oxiuation it satisfies. Riemann showed that the second-order differential 
equation (in z) for the 2F1, examined in the complex plane, could be characterized 
(on the Riemann sphere) by its three regular singularities. 
Thcr(^ arc several varieties of func'tions of the hypergeometric type, but the 
most couuuou ar(> the standard hypergeometric function and the confluent hyperge-
ometric function. Also, a natural generalization of these functions is the generalized 
hypergeometric functions, which is accomplished by the introduction of an arbitrary 
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number of nuiiieiator and denominator parameters. 
Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,b; c; z] is defined by 
2F,[a,b; c; z] ^ f2^f¥^ (N < 1; c ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 . . . ) , (1.4.1) 
n = 0 ^ ^ > ' ^• 
where a, b, c a,re real or complex parameters. 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in Eq. 
(1.4.1) converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, when \z\ < 1, provided 
that the denominator parameter c is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, 
if either or both of the numerator parameters a and 6 in Eq. (1.4.1) is zero or a 
negative integer, the liypergeometric series terminates. 
When 1^1 = 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent, if Re (c — a — 5) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent, if —1 < Re (c — a — 6) < 0, z ^ I; 
(3) divergent, if Re (c — a - 6) < —1. 
2-^ 1 [a, b; a; z] is a solution of the differential equation 
, (Pu , , , , sdu , , , 
z ( l - 2 ) - — + ( c - ( a + 6 + l ) z ) — - a 6 u = 0, (1.4.2 
az'^ az 
in which a,b and c are real or complex parameters. This is a homogeneous linear 
differential ociuation of the second order and is called the hypergeometric equation. 
It has at most three singularities 0, 00 and 1 which are all regular [63]. 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.4.2), we replace z by z/b, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at 2 = 0, 6, 00. 
By letting |^| ^ 00, this transformed equation reduces to 
d'^u , , du 
z-^+ {c-z)~-au ^ 0. (1.4.3 
dz-^ az 
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Eq. (1.4.3) has a regular singularity at 2 = 0 and an irregular singularity at 
z = 00 which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at b and 00 of 
Eq. (1.4.2) with z replaced by z/b. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.4.3) is called the confluent hyper geometric equation or 
Rummer's differential equation after E.E. Kunmier who presented a detailed study 
of its solutions in 1836, see [57]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.4.3) is confluent hypergeometric function or 
Kuunuer's fiuiction iFi[a:,c;z] which is given as 
{a)n z' iFi[a-,c;z] = E T T ^ (c 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ; |2| < 00), 
n = 0 
{c)n n! (1.4.4) 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2-F'i[a, b] c; z\. 
In fact, we ha.ve 
Z' 
lim 2-^ 1 a, b\ c; b\ iFi[a;c\z\. [lA.b) 
Other popular notation for the series solution (1-4.4) is $(a; c; z) introduced by 
Humbert [46, 47]. 
We note the following relations between elementary functions and hypergeo-
metric function; 
exp(2) = iFi[a; a; 2] = oi^o[_; _; A (1.4.6) 
and 
( l - z ) - « = iFo[a;_;z] ([2I < 1) . (1.4.7) 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
A natural generalization of the Gaussian hypergeometric series 2-^ 1 [a, ;^ c; 2], is 
accomplished l)y introducing any arbitrary number of rmmerator and denominator 
parameters. Thus, the resulting series 
a i , a . 2 , . . . ,Op ; 
/ ^ . , , ^ 2 , . . . , A , 
y ^ (Qi)«(Q2)n- --{apju £^ 
^(A)„( /32)„ . . . ( /3 , )„ n! (1.4.8) 
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= pFq[ai,a2,..., o:p; A, /32, • •., Pq, z\, 
is known as the generalized Gauss series, or simply, the generalized hypergeometric 
series. Here /; and q axe positive integers or zero and we assume that the vari-
a.l)le z, the ntuncuator parameters Qi,a'2,... ,Qp and the denominator parameters 
fhjh, • • • Ji/ t^ i^kp oil complex values, provided that 
P, ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ; j = l,2,...,q. 
Supposing that none of numerator parameters is zero or a negative integer and 
for Pj ^ 0 , - 1 , —2,...; j = 1,2,...,(;, we note that the pFq series defined by Eq. 
(1.4.8): 
(i) converges for |2| < oo, if p < <?, 
(ii) converges for \z\ < 1, if p = g + 1 and 
(iii) diverg(\s for all z, z ^ 0, li p > q + I. 
Furthermore, if we set 
q p 
i = i i = i 
it is known that the pF^ series, with p = q + I, is 
(i) absolutely convergent for \z\ = 1, if Re{w) > 0, 
(ii) conditionally convergent for \z\ ~ 1, \z\ ^ 1, if —1 < Re(w) < 0 and 
(iii) divergent for all \z\ = 1, if R,e(Kj) < — 1. 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2^ !^ and the confluent hypergeometric func-
tion iF[ form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of 
the commonly used functions. The 2F1 includes as its special cases, many elemen-
tary functions, Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta 
function, c:omplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, 
Gegenbauer ( or ultraspherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, 
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TchebychefF polynomials of the first and second kinds et cetera ([71], pp. 34-36). On 
the other hand iFi includes as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker func-
tions, incomplete gamma functions, error functions, parabolic cylinder (or Weber) 
functions, Bateman's fc-function, Hermite polynomials, Laguerre polynomials and 
functions, Poisson-Charlier polynomials et cetera ([71], pp. 39-41). 
Now, we give the definitions of some special functions and discuss their rela-
tionship with the hypergeometric functions. 
I. Legendre Polynomials and Functions 
The Legendre polynomials are closely associated with physical phenomena for 
which spherical geometry is important. In particular, these polynomials first arose 
in the problem of expressing the Newtonian potential of a conservative force field 
in an infinite series involving the distance variables of two points and their included 
central angle. Other similar problems deahng with either gravitational potentials or 
electrostatic potentials also lead to Legendre polynomials, as do certain steady-state 
heat-conduction problems in spherical-shaped solids, and so forth. 
The Legendre (or spherical) polynomials P„(x) are defined by means of the 
generating function 
oo 
{l-2xt + t')-'/' = 5^Pn( : r ) r {\t\<l; \x\<l). (1.4.9) 
n=0 
The Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are also defined by the series 
-2k 
fc=0 
2"fc!(n-fc)!(n-2A;)! ' 
The Legendre polynomials F„(a:) are solutions of the differential equation 
( l _ , 2 ) ^ _ 2 , ^ + n ( n + l ) , = 0, (1-4.11) 
^ ' dx^ ax 
which is called Legendre's differential equation. 
We note that |- i ^ x] n 412) 
P„(.T) = 2Fi\-n,n + l\ 1; - ^ j 
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II. Hermite Polynomials 
The Hermite polynomials play an important role in problems involving Laplace's 
equation in parabolic coordinates, in various problems in quantum mechanics and 
in probability' theory. 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) axe defined by means of the generating function 
exp{2xt-e) = Yl 
ra=0 n! 
{\t\ < oo; |x| < oo). :i.4.i3) 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are also defined by the series 
[t] n~2k 
fc=0 kl{n-2k)\ 
[lA.U] 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are solutions of the difi^erential equation 
^ - 2 x ^ + 2ny = 0, (1.4.15) 
dx^ ax 
which is called Hermite's equation. 
We n(,)te that 
Hn{x) = (2x-r2Fo n —n + 1 
2' 2 
1 
x^ 
;i.4.i6) 
III. Laguerre Polynomials 
The Laguerre, generalized Laguerre or associated Laguerre polynomials Ln [x) 
are defined l)y means of the generating function 
-xt 
ii-tyn+i ^ ' ' P ^ ( i _ t ) ^ — - ] = Y.^^rr\x)t'' ( | t | < l ; 0 < x < o o ) . (1.4.17) 
n = 0 
There are some variation in the definition of the Laguerre polynomials. Many 
sources including Erdelyi [41, 42], take the Laguerre polynomials to be L^r\x)/n\. 
The special case L,,. (.x) = Ln{x) receives much individual attention and is 
known as simple Laguerre Polynomials or just the Laguerre Polynomials when no 
confusion with I/"(.x-) is anticipated. 
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Tli(' associated Laguerre polynomials L„" (.x) are also defined by the series 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) are solutions of the differential 
equation 
x-~^ + {l+m-x)^ + ny = 0, (1.4.19) 
which is called the associated Laguerre's equation. 
We note that 
IV. Bessel Functions 
Bessel functions are closely associated with problems possessing circular or 
cylindrical symmetry. For example, they arise in the study of free vibrations of 
a circular membrane and in finding the temperature distribution in a circular cylin-
der. They also occur in electromagnetic theory and numerous other areas of physics 
and engineering. Because of their close association with cylindrical-shaped domains, 
all solutions of Bessel's equation are collectively called cylinder functions. 
The Bessel functions Jnix) are defined by means of the generating relation 
''''P C'U^-])) = E •^ "(^ )^ " (i 7^  0; |x| < oo). (1.4.21) 
The Bessel functions J„(a;) are also defined by the series 
kir{l+n + k) 
A:=0 
where n is a positive integer or zero and 
Mx) = i-lTJ^nix), (1.4.23) 
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We note that 
J„,{x) = _; n + 1; 
4_ 
where n is a negative integer. 
The Bessel functions Jn{x) are solutions of the differential equation 
x ^ - ^ + x - ^ + (x^ - n2)y =. 0. (1.4.24) 
ax^ ax 
which is called Bessel's equation. Among other areas of application, it arises in the 
solution of various partial difi'erential equations of mathematical physics, particularly 
thos(> problems displaying either circular or cylindrical symmetry. 
(1.4.25) 
1.5. UMBRAL CALCULUS 
The modern classical umbral calculus can be described as a systematic study of 
the class of Shaffer sequences, made by employing the simplest techniques of modern 
algebra. 
More explicitly, if P is the algebra of polynomials in a single variable, the set P* 
of all linear functionals on P is usually thought of as a vector space (under pointwise 
operations). However, it is well known that a linear functional on P can be identified 
with a formal power series. In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
linear functionals on P and formal power series in a single variable. For example, 
we may associate to each linear functional L the power series ^ k\^''- ^^^ ^^^ 
k=0 
set of formal power series is usually given the structure of an algebra (under formal 
addition and multiplication). This algebra structure, the additive part of which 
'agrees' with the vector spa,ce structure on P*, can be 'tra.nsferred' to P*. The 
algebra so obtained is called umbral algebra and the umbral calculus is the study 
of this algebra.. 
Now P*, has the structure of an algebra, we may consider, for two linear func-
tionals L and M, the geometric sequence M, ML, ML"^, ML''^, • • •. Then imder mild 
conditions on L and M, the equations. 
ML\sn{x)) = n\Sn,k, n,k>0, (1.5.1) 
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uniquely deterniiiie a sequence s„(.x) of polynomials which turns out to be of Sheffer 
type, and, conveisel>- for any sequence 5„(x) of Sheffer type there are linear func-
tionals L and M for which the above equations hold. Thus, we may characterize 
tlio class of Shcfl'er sequences by means of the umbral algebra. 
Since formal power series play a predominant role in the umbral calculus, we 
should set down some basic facts concerning their use. Notations described here will 
be carried out throughout our discussion. 
Let C bo a field of characteristic zero. Let T be the set of all formal power 
series in the variable t over C. Then an element of T has the form 
/( t) = 5]afct' , afcGC. (L5.2) 
/c=0 
Two formal power series are equal if and only if the coefficients of like powers 
of t are ecjual. 
If addition and nmltiplication are defined by 
oo oo CO 
J ]a , t '= + 5]6fct'= = 5 ] ( a , + 6fc)t^ (1.5.3) 
A-=0 fc=0 fc=0 
o o ^ y o o s oo / k \ 
Y^a.A Y^b.A = Y. Y.'^A-M. (1-5.4) 
k=Q ^ ^ fc=0 ^ k=Q ^ i = 0 -^  
then T is an algebra (with no zero divisors). 
The order o{f{t)) of a power series f{t) is the smallest integer k for which the 
coefficient of t'^ does not vanish, we take o{f{t)) = +00 if f{t) = 0. 
It is easy to see that 
o{f{t)g{t)) = o{m)+o{g{t)), (1.5.5) 
o{f{t)+g{t))>mm{o{f{t)),o{g{t))}, (1.5.6) 
o{9ifit)) = o{f{t))o{g{t)). (1.5.7) 
The series f{t) has a multiphcative inverse, denoted by /(t)"^ or l / / ( t ) , if and 
only if o(/(0) = 0. We shall then say that f{t) is mvertible. If o{f{t)) = 1, then 
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the formal power series f{t) has a compositional inverse f{t) satisfying f{f{t)) = 
f{f{t)) = /. A series f{t) for which o{f{t)) = 1 will be called a delta series. 
The sequence f{t)'' of powers of delta series forms a pseudobasis for !F. That 
is, for an>' series g{t) in T there exists a unique sequence of constant a^  for which 
oo 
5(t) = 5]a,/(t)^ (1.5.8) 
fc=0 
We use the notation 
Snk=^{^ " ' ' " ^ ' ' (1.5.9) 
for the Kronecker delta function. 
There are vaxiety of notations for the lower (or falling) factorial x{x — 1) • • • 
{x — n + 1). We shall use the notation 
{x)n = xix-l)---ix-n + l) (1.5.10) 
and 
.T '" '= 2;(a; + l ) ---(x + n - l ) (1.5.11) 
Let P l)e the algebra of polynomials in the single variable x over the field C of 
characteristic zero and P* denotes the vector space of all linear functionals on P. 
We use the notation 
{L\p{x)) 
to denote the action of a linear functional L on a polynomial p{x). 
The vector space operations on P* are defined by 
(L + M|Kx)) = {L\pix)) + {M\pix)) (1.5.12) 
and 
(cLb(x)) = c{L\pix)) (1.5.13) 
for any constant c in C. 
The formal power series 
./W = Eif^'- (1-5-14) 
fc=0 
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defines a linear functional on P by setting 
( / ( t ) |x" )=a„ , V n > 0 . (1.5.15) 
In partifular, 
(t^'lx") = n! Sn,k- (1.5.16) 
Any linear functional L in P* has the form (1.5.14). For if 
^ w = f ; ^ t \ (1.5.17) 
fc=0 
then from relation (1.5.15) we get 
{h{t)\x^) = {L\xn, (1.5.18) 
and so as linear fuiictionals L = / L ( 0 -
The concept of umbral algebra becomes more clear by the following result. 
Theorem 1.5.1. The map L —)• fiii) is a vector space isomorphism from P* onto 
Proof: Since 
M ^L^{L\x'') = {M\x''), VA;>0, 
^ /L(i) = / M ( 0 
=> the map is bijective. 
Also, 
h^M^t) - 2 ^ ^^ ] 1 
fc=0 
(L + M|a;'') 
A;! 
fc=0 /c=0 
= /L(t) + /M(t), 
and similarly 
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Tluis our map is a vector space isomorphism. 
In view of the above theorem, we can think of Unear functionals on P, as formal 
power series in t. Hence, J- will denote both the algebra of formal power series in t 
and the vector space of all linear functionals on P and so an element f{t) of T will 
be thought of as both a formal power series and linear functional. So we define an 
algebraic structiu-e on the vector space of all linear functionals on P, namely, the 
algebra of formal power series. We shall call T the umbral algebra. 
Example 1.5.1. For y in C the evaluation functional is defined to be the power 
series e'^ '. From relations (1.5.15) and (1.5.16) we have 
and so in general 
(e^*|p(x)) =p(t/), \/p{x)eF. (1.5.19) 
Remark 1.5.1. For ah /(t) in T 
oo (mix') 
and for all polynomials p{x] 
/c=0 
k>0 
Some Results On Umibral Algebra 
Some of the important results on umbral algebra which plays a very important 
role in studying the properties of Sheffer sequences are as follows: 
Theorem 1.5.2. If f(t) and g{t) are in T, then 
{.mgrnn = J2 (") {m\x^){g{t)\T7'-''). (1.5.22) 
i=0 
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Proof: Siiic( 
•mm = EF'^E^' ' 
A:=0 ' A;=0 
= E( £(*)<•*-.) ^  
which when applied on x^', gives 
{f{t)9{t)W') 
k=Q ^ i = 0 
oo / fc 
E E u>^ -^ '=-i hi 
fc=0 ^ j = 0 ^•' 
oo E ( ' ) « A - i 
i = 0 /.yfc 
X' 
E 
A:=0 
k\ {t^lx'') 
oo E O^.^fc-
E j = 0 
/c=0 
-n!^. n.A; 
E 
i=o 
( " ) a j 6 „ _ j 
-n! 
n! 
i=o 
E (J'^J•^"-
Hence result is proved. 
Theorem 1.5.3. If o(/(i)) > degp(x), then {f{t)\p{x)) = 0. 
Proof: Let deg p{x) = n and o{f{t)) = n + m, m > I, then 
(/(Olx") = a„ 
= 0 
since o{f{f)) = n + m. By linearity we can write {f{t)\p{x)) = 0. 
Theorem 1.5.4. If o{U{t)) = k for all A; > 0, then 
k=0 
Y.^k.fk{t) p{x)) = Y,aJfk{t) 
k=0 
p{x) (1.5.23) 
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for all p{:r) in P, the second snni being a finite one. 
Proof: Suppose that deg jy{x) = d, then 
fc=0 k=d+l fc=0 
From Theorem 1.5.4., / ^ . a^fkit) 
\ k=d+l 
p{x) 
p{x) ) = 0, so we obtain 
X^«A.A(t) 
k=0 
p{x) 
\ fc=0 
d , 
fc=0 ^ 
oo / 
p{x) 
p{x) 
p(x) 
fc=0 ^ 
Theorem 1.5.5. If o{fk{t)) = k for ah A; > 0 and if 
iMtMx)) = (MtMx)) 
for aU k, then p{x) = q{x). 
Proof: Since the sequence fk{t) forms a pseudobasis for T this imphes for all n > 0, 
oo 
there exist constants an,k for which t" = ^ cin,kfk{i)- Thus 
fc=0 
{f''W)) = Ya^AfkitMx)} 
k=0 
oo 
k—0 
which on using relation (1.5.21.) gives p{x) = q{x). 
Theorem 1.5.6. If deg pkix) = k for all k > 0 and if 
{f{t)\Pkix)) = {g{t)\pk{x)) 
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for all k, then f{t) = g{t). 
Proof: For each n > 0, there exist constants a„,fc for which 
=" = ^an,kPki3 
Thus 
(/(t)|x") = {f{t)\J2<'n,kPk{x)) 
fe=0 
n 
= '^a7i,k{f{t)\Pk{x)) 
n 
= ^an,k{9{t)\pk{x)) 
k=0 
n 
^ —Q 
= {9{t)K) 
and so Eq. (1.5.20.) shows that f{t) = g{t). 
Remark 1.5.2. For any polynomial p{x) 
{t'^\p{x))=/'\0), (1.5.24) 
that is, the linear functional t'^ is the A;th derivative evaluated at 0. The multiphca-
tive identity t^ is simply evaluation at 0. 
Theorem 1.5.7. If f{t) is in T, then 
{f{t)\xp{x)) = {dj{t)\p{x)) (1.5.25) 
for all polynomials p{x). 
Proof: By linearity we need to verify this only for p(x) ~ .x". But if 
oo 
/(o = E!T^^ A;! 
fc=0 
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then 
fi'/w-Eii^''-' 
Hence, 
{dtf{t)\xn ^k ,k-i 
^ k 
oo 
X' 
E 0±.k k\ „n+l 
= (/(t)|x..x"). 
Theorem 1.5.8. For any f{t) in J^ and p{x) in P, 
(/(i)b(ax)) = (/(at)b(x)) (1.5.26) 
for all constants a in C. 
Proof: Taking / ( t ) = t" and p(x) = x", we have 
This may be extended by linearity to all f{t) and p{x). 
Umbral Algebra and Linear Operators 
Let t'^ denotes the k^^ derivative operator on P, that is, 
^ V = | ( " ) ^ ^ - " ' (L5.27) 
0 k>n. ^ ' 
With this notation, any power series (L5.14) is a linear operator on P defined 
by 
k=o ^ ^ 
(L5.28) 
Notice that we use juxtaposition f(t)p{x) to denote the action of the operator 
f{t) on the polynomial p(.x")-
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Thus an element of T plays three roles in the uinbral calculus - it is a formal 
power series, a linear functional and a linear operator. 
Let us consider the operator analogs of Theorems 1.5.3. - 1.5.6. Since the proofs 
are also analogous, we shall omit them. 
Theorem 1.5.9. If o(/(0) >degp(3;), then fit)p{x) = 0. 
Theorem 1.5.10. If o(/fc(0) = k for ah A; > 0, then 
k=0 
Y^cikfkit) p{x) = 5^afc 
k=0 
fk{t)p{x) (1.5.29) 
for all p{x) in P, the second sum being the finite one. 
Theorem 1.5.11. If oUk{t)) = k for all /c > 0 and if fk{t)p{x) = fk{t)q{x) for all 
fc, then p{x) = q{x). 
Theorem 1.5.12. Ude%pk{x) = k for ah A; > 0 and if f{t)pk{x) = g{t)pk{x) for ah 
k, then f{t) = g{t). 
Following result gives relationship between the functional f{t) and the operator 
fit). 
Theorem 1.5.13. If /( t) and g{t) are in f, then 
imgitMx)) = {g{t)\mp{x)) ;i.5.30) 
for all polynomials p{x) 
Proof: Since 
(9(()|/(«).i") = (ait) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
= E(fc)(/(^)i-^')(5Wi^"-
which according to Theorem 1.5.2 gives 
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{g{t)\mxn = {mg{t)\x^). 
Remark 1.5.3. From Theorem 1.5.13. we see that 
{m\p{x)) = {tV{t)p{x)). 
In words, applying the functional f{t) to p{x) is the same as applying the 
operator f{t) and then evaluating at x = 0. 
Let us consider the operator version of Example 1.5.1. 
Example 1.5.2. The operator e^' satisfies 
fe=0 • fe=0 ^ ^ 
and so 
ey^p{x)^p{x + y). (1.5.31) 
For this reason e^ * is called translation operator. 
Unlike the case for linear functional, not all linear operators on P take the form 
of power series in T. Following result gives necessary and sufficient condition for 
linear operator T on P has the form g{t). 
Theorem 1.5.14. A linear operator T on P has the form g{t) if and only if it 
commutes with the derivative operator, that is, if and only if 
T[tp{x)] - t[Tp{x)] (1.5.32) 
for all polynomials p{x). 
Corollary 1.5.1. A hnear operator T on P has the form g{t) if and only if it 
commutes with any delta operator. 
Corollary 1.5.2. A linear operator T on P has the form g{t) if and only if it 
conmuites with any translation operator e^ *. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
SHEFFER SEQUENCES 
AND OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
2.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Sequences of pol.ynoniials play a fundamental role in applied mathematics. Such 
sequences can be described in various ways, for example, 
(1) by orthogonality conditions; 
where a'(.T) is a weight function and 6n,m= 0 or 1 according as n j^ m or n = m, 
respectively; 
(2) as solutions to differential equations: for instance, the Hermite polynomials 
Hn{x) satisfy the second-order linear differential equation 
y" - 2xy' + 2ny = 0; 
(3) by generating functions: for example, the Bernoulli polynomials Bn (x) are 
characterized by 
OO P ( Q ) 
E 
fc=0 
(4) by recurrence relations: for example, the exponential polynomials (pnix) satisfy 
(t>n+l{x) = X{^n{x) + 0^(.X)); 
(5) by operational formulas: for example, the Laguerre polynomials L„ (x) satisfy 
One of th(! simplest classes of polynomial sequences, yet still large enough to 
include many important instances, is the class of Sheffer sequences (also known, in 
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a slightly different form, as sequences of Sheffer ^-type zero or poweroids). This 
class may be defined in many ways, most commonly by a generating function and 
by a differential recurrence relation. 
The Sheffer class contains such important sequences as those formed by 
(1) the Hermite polynomials , which play an important role in applied mathematics 
and physics (such as Brownian motion and the Schrodinger wave equation); 
(2) the Laguerre polynomials, which also play a key role in applied mathematics and 
physics (they are involved in solutions to the wave equation of the hydrogen atom); 
(3) the Bernoulli polynomials, which find applications, for example, in number the-
ory (evaluation of the Hurwitz zeta function, a generalization of the famous Riemann 
zeta function); 
(4) the Abel polynomials, which have a connection with geometric probabihty (the 
random placement of non overlapping arcs on a circle); 
(5) the central factorial polynomials, which play a role in the interpolation of func-
tions. 
During the last few years increasing interest has grown around operational meth-
ods and special functions. There has been a continuous demand for these methods 
in research fields like classical and quantum optics, see for example [36, 76]. Opera-
tional methods may work to provide a synthetic and computationally powerful view 
on the theory of special functions of one and more variables. Some of the operational 
identities discovered since long time which are not widely known as they should be 
and ha,ve been the subject of recent investigation and re-discoveries. 
Recently, Dattoli and his co-workers have shown that operational methods can 
be used to simplify the derivations of many properties of ordinary and generalized 
special functions and also provide a unique tool to treat various polynomials from 
a general and unified point of view, see for example [5, 18-38]. 
The us(> of operational techniques combined with the principle of monomiality is 
a fairly useful tool for treating various families of special polynomials as well as their 
new and known generalizations. The concept of monomiality has been introduced 
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I)y Steffeiiseii in 1941 and reformulated and developed by Dattoli [18]. By using 
methods ol operational nature many properties of ordinary and generalized special 
functions of mathematical physics are easily derived and framed in a more general 
context. 
This Chapter is divided into five sections. In Section 2.2., we define and discuss 
Sheffer sequenc:e. In Section 2.3., we give some results on Sheffer sequences. In 
Section 2.4., we discuss the concept of monomiality. In Section 2.5., we show, how 
Sheffer sequences and monomiality principle are related and give multiplicative and 
derivative operators of some polynomials belonging to Sheffer family. 
2.2. SHEFFER SEQUENCES 
A sequence .s„(x) is a Sheft'er sequence if and only if its generating function has 
the form 
Y^'J^t'^A{t)exp{xC{t)), (2.2.1) 
A;! 
/c=0 
where 
and 
Ait) = Ao + Alt + Ait' + ••• {Ao^O) 
C{t) = Cit + C2t^ + --- (C i^O) . 
Before giving alternative definition we consider the following result. 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let f{t) be a delta series and let g{t) be an invertible series. Then 
there exists a unicjue sequence s„(x) of polynomials satisfying the orthogonality 
conditions 
{g{t)f{tf\sn{x)) = n!5„,fc \/n,k>0. (2.2.2) 
Proof: The uniqueness follows from Theorem 1.5.5. For the existence, if we set 
n oo 
Sn{x) = ^ an,jX^ and g{t)f{tY = XI ^k,it'' with bk,k 7^  0, then (2.2.2) becomes 
.7=0 ' i=k 
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l^-Sn,k = ( X^ bk^it' Yl ^" 
^ i—k 
oo n 
i j ^ 
i=o 
i=/c j=Q 
Taking fc = n, we ha,ve 
i=fc 
1 
By successively taking /c = n,n - 1, • • -,0, we obtain a triangular system of 
equations that can be solved for an,k-
We say that the sequence s„(x) in Eq. (2.2.2) is the Sheffer sequence for the 
pair {g{t),f{t.)) or 5„(x) is Sheffer for ig{t),f{t)), where g{t) is invertible and f{t) 
is delta series. 
There are two types of Sheffer sequences that deserve special consideration. 
a) Associated Sequence The Sheffer sequence ( l , / ( t ) ) is the associated sequence 
for f{t), and Sn{x) is associated to / ( t ) . 
b) Appell Sequence The Sheffer sequence for {g{t),t) is the Appell sequence for 
g{t), and .S'„(.T) is Appell for g{t). 
Some examples of associated, Appell, and Sheffer sequences are given below. 
Examples of Associated Sheffer Polynomials 
I. The Lower Factorial Polynomials (.x)„ [65] : 
The lower factorial Polynomials (x)n are the associated Sheffer for 
git) - 1 , fit) = e«^  - 1 (a 7^  0) . (2.2.3) 
The generating function for the lower factorial Polynomials (a:)„ is given as: 
°° f-
il+ty^ = J2i^)„.-,- (2.2.4) 
• ^ n ! 
n = 0 
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II. The Bessel Polynomials Pn{x) [10] (see also [56]): 
The Bessel polynomials p„(x) are the associated Sheffer for 
^(0 = 1 , f{t) = -W+t. (2.2.5) 2 
The generating function for the Bessel polynomials Pn{x) is given as: 
Pn{x} 
n=0 
exp ( x ( l + \ / r = ^ ) ) = ^ P n ( ^ ) ^ . (2.2.6) 
III. The Mittag-Leffler Polynomials M„(a;) [4]: 
The Mittag-Leffler polynomials M„(a;) are the associated Sheffer for 
The generating function for Mittag-Leffler polynomials Mn{x) is given as: 
IV. The Exponential Polynomials 0„(x) [6]: 
The exponential polynomials (l)n{x) are the associated Sheffer for 
git) = l , / ( t ) = log(l +1) . (2.2.9) 
The generating function for the exponential polynomials 0„(a;) is given as: 
exp (^ x(e* - l ) j = X!<^n(x)^. (2.2.10) 
n=0 
V. The Gould Polynomials G„(x;a,6) [65]: 
The Gould polynomials Gn{x;a,b) are the associated Sheffer for 
g{t) = l , f{t) = e''\e'"~l) {b^O). (2.2.11) 
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The generating function for the Gould polynomials G„(x; a, h) is given as: 
exp x\ 
fc=l 
l/-{b + ak)/b\t'' 
k-1 
r = y]Gn{x;a,b){x)-. (2.2.12) 
^—1 nl n = 0 
VI. The Abel Polynomials An{x;a) [65]: 
The Abel polynomials An{x;a) are the associated Sheffer for 
g{t) = 1 , / ( i ) = te°* (a^O) . (2.2.13) 
The generating function for the Abel polynomials An{x; a) is given as: 
exp X f2^-akr\. 
fc=i A;! 
i" 
= y^'^nix^a) — 
,, n! 
(2.2.14) 
n=0 
VII. The Basic Laguerre Polynomials L„(a;) [16]: 
The basic Laguerre polynomials L„(a;) are the associated Sheffer for 
i 
g{t) = 1 , m = t - \ (2.2.15) 
The generating function for the basic Laguerre polynomials Ln(x) is given as: 
exp 
xt 
/ n=0 
t" 
n! 
(2.2.16) 
VIII. The Basic Meixner Polynomials P„(a;) [16]: 
The basic Meixner polynomials Pn{x) are the associated Sheffer for 
9{t) = 1 , f{t) = 4 f '* (2.2.17) 
a- ' - e^  
The generating function for the basic Meixner polynomials F„(x) is given as: 
exp x[ log 
1 -t/a 
l - t = Y.Pn{x) 
n=0 n! 
(2.2.18) 
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Examples of Appell Polynomials 
I. The Bernoulli Polynomials Bi'^^x) [65]; 
The Bernoulli polynomials Bn{x) are Appell for 
a 
5 ( 0 = f ^ l {a^O) , m = t. (2.2.19) 
The generating function for the Bernoulli polynomials Bn{x) is given as: 
j—^)exp{xt) = Y,Bi-\x)-. (2.2.20) 
/ n=0 
II. The Euler Polynomials Ek''\x) [65]: 
The Euler polynomials En{x) are Appell for 
5 ( t ) = f ^ j (a^O) , / ( t ) - t . (2.2.21) 
The generating function for the Euler polynomials En (x) is given as: 
o \ °° fn 
^—- exp(a;0 = $;£?^H^)-T- (2.2.22) 
Examples of ShefFer Polynomials 
I. The Generalized Hermite Polynomials Hn,m,iy{x) [58]: 
The generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,u{x) are Sheffer for 
5(t) = e(^)'" , m=l- (2.2.23) 
The generating function for the generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,u{x) is 
given as: 
exp{iyxt - r ) = Y^ Hn,mA^)-- (2.2.24) 
n=0 
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II. The Pidduck Polynomials P„(x) [4], (see also [9, 43]): 
The Pidduck polynomials Pn{o:) are Sheffer for 
5(0 = ^ ' f('^ = 7 ^ l - (2-2-25) 
The generating function for the Pidduck polynomials P„(a;) is given as: 
III. The Acturial Polynomials a^^\x) [9]: 
The Acturial polynomials an (x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = (1 - t)-^ , f{t) = log(l - t) . (2.2.27) 
The generating function for the Acturial polynomials an{x) is given as: 
n=0 
exp(/3t + x ( l - e * ) ) = 5 3 a f ( x ) ^ . (2.2.28) 
IV. The Peters Polynomials s„(x;A,//) [9]: 
The Peters polynomials s„(a;;A,/i) are Sheffer for 
^(t) = ( l + e^')'^ , f{t) = e ' - l . (2.2.29) 
The generating function for the Peters polynomials Sn{x\ A, /x) is given as: 
( l + (1 +1)') ~'{1 + tr=^Yl ^^^^^ ^' /^);i! • (2.2.30) 
n=0 
V. The Bernoulli Polynomials of Second Kind 6„(a;) [49]: 
The Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind bn{x) are Sheffer for 
9 { t ) ^ ^ , f{t) = e ' - l . (2.2.31) 
e' — 1 
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The generating function for the BernouUi polynomials of the second kind fe„(x) 
is given as: 
t ,. ... A . . X 
log(l + ^(1 + 0^ = E M ^ ) ^ - (2-2-32) 
n=0 
VI. The Related Polynomials r„(x) [49]: 
The related polynomials r„(x) are Sheffer for 
g{i)^\{l^e') , / ( i ) = e ' - l . (2.2.33) 
The generating function for the related polynomials r„(a;) is given as: 
n=0 
VII. The Hahn Polynomials Rjx) [7]: 
The Hahn polynomials Rn{x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = sect , / ( t ) = tani-. (2.2.35) 
The generating function for the Hahn polynomials Rnix) is given as: 
- = = = e x p ( x t a n - i ( t ) ) = ^ / ^ ( x ) - . (2.2.36) 
VIII. The Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre Polynomials Rn{a,x) [64]: 
The Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials Rn{a, x) are Sheffer for 
The generating function for the Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials Rn{a, x) 
is given as: 
1 / 9 \ ""' / _ / l / \ oo 
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IX. The Meixner Polynomials of First Kind M„(x;/3,a) [65]: 
The Meixner polynomials of first kind Mn{x;P,a) are Sheffer for 
l-aV . _ 1 - e ' 
^ ( 0 = h — T ' / W = - T — J - (2.2.39) 
e"-
The generating function for the Meixner polynomials of first kind M„(x;/3, a) 
is given as: 
h - - j (i-fr"^ = E^"(^;'^ '«)^- (2.2.40) 
X. The Meixner Polynomials of Second Kind m„(a;;(5,77) [65]: 
The Meixner polynomials of second kind m„(x; S, 77) are Sheffer for 
g{t) ^ [(1 + Smr + / (O' ]" / ' , m = tan ^ . (2.2.41) 
The generating function for the Meixner polynomials of second kind m„(x; 5,77) 
is given as: 
[(l + (5t)2 + t2]-"/^exp ^ t a n - M ^ ^ - ^ j =5;]m„(x;(^,r7)- . (2.2.42) 
\ ^ -I n=0 
XL The Narumi Polynomials [65]: 
The Narumi polynomials are Sheffer for 
9it)=[^J , m = e'-l. (2.2.43) 
The generating function for the Narumi polynomials is given as: 
XII. The Boole Polynomials [65]: 
The Boole polynomials are Sheffer for 
g{t)^l+e'' , f{t) = e ' - l . (2.2.45) 
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The generating function for the Boole polynomials is given as: 
[1 + (1 + t')-']il + tr = T sn(x)~. (2.2.46) 
^-^ n! 
XIII. The Squared Hermite Polynomials [/f„(x^/2)]2 [65]: 
The squared Hermite polynomials [if„(a:^^^)]^ are Sheffer for 
9{t)^^ ^_l , m = Y~^- (2-2.47) 
The generating function for the squared Hermite polynomials [iy„(x^/^)]^ is 
given as: 
(1 - t^ )-V2exp (J^\ =. f:mx'/Y^. (2.2.48) 
^ '^ n=0 
XIV. Polynomials Related to Hyperbolic Differential Equations [65]: 
Polynomials related to hyperbolic differential equations are Sheffer for 
. g ( t ) - ( l + t)-^ , /( t) = l - ( l + t ) - ^ (2.2.49) 
The generating function for the polynomials related to hyperbolic differential 
equations is given as: 
l^ + ^-^^exp ^(^ - • j ) =E^"(^);^- (2.2.50) 
^ ' -l n=0 
2.3. SOME RESULTS ON SHEFFER SEQUENCES 
Following results are used extensively while studying polynomials belonging to 
Sheffer family. 
Theorem 2.3.1. (The Expansion Theorem) Let Sn(x) be Sheffer for {{g(t), f{t)). 
Then for aiiy h{t) in T 
M<) = E ^ ^ % ^ ^ W / W ' . (2.3.1) 
fc=0 
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Proof: Consider the action of the hnear functional Y, ^-^^^^^jf^g{t)f{t)'' on a Shef-
fc=0 
fer polynomial 5„(x), 
i—n / t—n yt=0 
oo 
= 2 ^ — T i — " ' ' ^ " . ^ 
fc=0 '* '^ 
{hit)\Sn{x))^, 
n\ 
= (/i(t)|s„,(x)). 
Prom Theorem 1.5.6., expansion theorem follows. 
Theorem 2.3.2. (The Polynomial Expansion Theorem) Let s„(x) be Sheffer for 
{{g{t), f{t)). Then for any polynomial p{x) we have 
^,,)^^MMM>,,w. ,,3.2) 
k>0 
Proof: Consider the action of the linear functional g{t)f{ty on the polynomial 
k>0 
\k\ {mm' Y^mmw^^^A ^ j^M«w)(,(,,;(,).,,,(.,) k\ ^^ 7 ^ k\ 
k>0 ' k>0 
^ ^ (gmmpix)) 
fc>0 
= {git)f{ty\p{x)). 
Prom Theorem 1.5.5., polynomial expansion theorem follows. 
Theorem 2.3.3. The sequence Sn{x) is Sheffer for {g{t), f{t)) if and only if 
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where f{t) is the compositional inverse of f{t). 
Proof: If Sn{x) is Sheffer for {g{t), f{t)), then by taking h{t) — e^ * in the expansion 
theorem, we get 
e^' = 
Sk{y) 
k=Q 
Thus 
A;! 
fe=0 
oo 
fc=0 '^-
e^«' = E ^ / w ' 
9«) to « 
and finally replacing t by f{t), we get 
1 -.no = V ^ 1 
For the converse, suppose relation (2.3.3) holds. If r/c(x) is Sheffer for {g{t), / ( t)) , 
then as done above we have 
dim) h '^ ' 
but from the relation (2.3.3) we have 
L_.s//(0 ^ V^ £iM,fc 
^(/W) ^ !^ fc=0 
so T-/c(y) = Sk{y) for all y in C. Hence Sk{y) is Sheffer sequence. 
Theorem 2.3.4. The sequence .s„(x) is Sheffer for {g{t),f(t)) if and only if 
•^ "(^ ) = E ^(^(/W)"'/(Ok")^'- (2.3.4) 
fc=0 
Proof: Applying the right side of Eq. (2.3.3) to x", we have 
Sk{y)^k Skiy) oo 
k=0 
k=0 
= Sn{y) 
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and applying the left side of Eq.(2.3.3) to x", we have 
^ fc=0 
Since this holds for all y in C, the result follows. 
Theorem 2.3.5. The sequence s„(x) is Sheffer for {g{t),f{t)), if and only if 
g{t)sn{x) is associated sequence for f{t). 
Proof: This follows directly from Theorem 1.5.13. and the definitions since 
{f{t)'\g{t)sn(x)) = {g{t)f{tfMx)) = n\ 5^^,. 
Theorem 2.3.6. A sequence Sn[x) is Sheffer for {g{t),f{t)), for some invertible 
g(t), if and only if 
/(t)s„(x) = ns„_i(x), V n > 0 . (2.3.5) 
Proof: If .^ (^.x) is Sheffer for (g{t),f{t)), then 
{9{t)f{mmSn{x)) = {g{t)f{tr'\Sr.{x)) 
= n! 6n,k+i 
= n{n - 1)! 6n-i,k 
= n{g{t)m'\sr.{x)) 
= {g{t)m'\nsr.{x)) 
and so f{t)sn{x) = nsn~\{x). 
Conversely, suppose that relation (2.3.5) holds and let Pn{x) be associated to 
/ ( t ) . we define a linear operator T on P by 
TSn{x) ^Pnix). 
This operator is well defined and invertible since both s„(x) and Pn{x) forms a 
basis for P. Then, since the first part of this proof shows that f{t)pn[x) = np„_i(x), 
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we have 
Tf{t)sn{x) = nTsn-i{x) 
= npn-i{x) 
= f{t)Pn{x) 
= f{t)TSnix) 
a n d s o r / ( t ) = f{t)T. From Corollary 1.5.1. we deduce the existence of an invertible 
series g{t) for which g{t)sn{x) = Pn{x). The result follows from Theorem 2.3.5.. 
Theorem 2.3.7, Let Sn{x) be Sheffer for {g{t), f{t)) and let Pn{x) be associated to 
f{t). Then for any h{t) in T 
h{t)sn{x) = J2 u ) {h{t)\sk{x))pn-k{x). (2.3.6) 
Proof: Applying each side of the expansion theorem, as an operator, to s„(a;) gives 
h{t)s^{x) = f:^-^^^^^g{t)fitfs^{x) 
fc=0 
fc=0 
n 
Y^r){h{t)\sk{x))pn^k{x). 
fc=0 ' 
Theorem 2.3.8. (The Sheffer Identity) A sequence Sn{x) is Sheffer for {g{t),f{t)), 
for some invertible g{t), if and only if 
Sn{x + y) = J2rf\pk{y)sn-k{x), V y G C, (2.3.7) 
/c=0 ^ ^ 
where Pri(x) is associated to f(t). 
Proof: Suppose that S„(.T) is Sheffer for {g{t), f{t)). Taking h{t) = e^ * in the 
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expansion theorem, we get 
. = , « 
oo Sk{y) T.-^mm' k\ 
fc=0 
oo 
fc=0 
Now applying both sides of this equation to Sn{x)^ we have 
Pfe(y) 00 
fc=0 
=^Sn{x + y) = '^(]pk{y)sn-k{x). 
fc=0 ^ -^  
For the converse, suppose that the sequence s„(x) satisfies the Sheffer identity, 
where Pnix) is associated to f{t). We define a hnear operator T on P by 
TSn{x) ^Pn{x). 
Then according to Theorem 2.3.5. it suffices to prove that T has the form g{t) 
in T. The first part of this proof shows that Pn{x) satisfies the Shefi^ er identity and 
so 
ey'Tsnix) = ey'pnix) 
= Pn{x + y) 
fe=0 ^ ^ 
" T^[l^)Pkiy)^'<n-k{x) 
I—n V / k=0 
= Tsn{x + y) 
= Te^'snix). 
Therefore e^'T = Te^* and Corollary 1.5.2. shows that T has the form g{t) in 
J". 
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Theorem 2.3.9. Let .s„(;r) be Sheffer for ig{t),f(t)) and let p„(x) be associated to 
f{t). Then for any h{t) and l{t) in T we have 
{hmt)\sn{x)) = J2 ( ^ ) {h{t)\s,{x))m\p,_,{x)). (2.3.8) 
Proof: According to Theorem 2.3.7. 
{h{t)l{t)\Sn{x)) = m\h{t)Sn{x)) 
= (m n / \ n X I Lj(^(Okfc(a^)K-fe(a:) 
n 
' n ' Y^{^^j{h{t)\skix))m\pr,_,{x)). 
Theorem 2.3.10. If s„(a;) is Sheffer for (^(i), /(0), then 
xSn{x) = J2 (j){9'{t)\sn^k{x)) + l^^''^^yg{t)f{t)\sn-k+,{x)) s,{x), (2.3.9) 
where we take ('") = 0 if j < 0 or j > m. 
Proof: Taking p(x) — xsn{x) in the polynomial expansion theorem, we have 
fc=0 
Now consider 
{git)f{ff\xs^{x)) = {dtg{t)m''\sn{x)) 
= {g'{t)fitf\sr.{x)) + k{g{t)f{t)'-'f{t)\sn{x)) 
= (9'(t)|/(t)'=s„(x)) + k{g{t)f'{t)\m'-Ks^{x)) 
= {n)k{g'{t)\sn-kix)) + k{n)k-i{git)f'{t)\sn-k+iix)). 
Putting this value in Eq. (2.3.10), we get the required result. 
Theorem 2.3.11. If Sn{x) is Sheffer for (g{t),f{t)) and Pn{x) is associated to f{t), 
then 
<(^ ) = E ( J(^bn-/c(x))sfe(a;). (2.3.11) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
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Proof: Taking p(x) = s'^^{x) in the polynomial expansion theorem, we have 
{gimms'M) 
^ {g{t)f{tf\tsnix)) 
fc=0 
n - 1 
fc=0 
n - 1 
^ {t\g{t)f{tfs^{x)) ^ 
fe=0 
n - 1 V^ {t\g{t){n)kSn-k{x)) , . 
fc=0 
n - 1 
^\A{AVn-k{x))Sk{x). 
fc=0 ^ ' 
2.4. OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND MONOMIALITY 
PRINCIPLE 
It is well known from the literature that operational techniques include inte-
gral, differential and exponential operators and provide a systematic and analytic 
approach to study special functions, see for example Srivastava and Manocha [71]. 
The operational techniques are based upon single, double and multiple integral 
transforms and upon certain operators involving derivatives. Methods connected 
with the use of integral transforms have been successfully applied to the solution 
of differential and integral equations, the study of generalized special functions and 
the evaluation of integrals. 
In recent past Dattoh and his co-workers [18, 38] extended the operational tech-
niques to study the properties of multi-variable special functions of mathematical 
physics. Operational techniques provide a general framework to drive generating 
relations and svunmation formulae involving multi-variable special functions. 
In the c:as(» of multi-variable generahzed special functions, the use of operational 
techniques, combined with the principle of monomiality [18] provides new means 
of analysis for the solution of a wide class of partial differential equations often 
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encountered in physical problems. 
The idea of monomiahty traces back to the early 1940s, when J.F. Steffensen, 
in a largeh' unnoticed paper [72], suggested the concept of poweroid. A new interest 
in this subject was by the work of G. Dattoli and his collaborators [18, 33]. 
It turns out that all polynomial families and in particular all special polynomials, 
are essentially the same, since it is possible to obtain each of them transforming 
a basic monomial set by means of suitable operators (called the derivative and 
multiplication operator of the considered family). This will be shown in Chapter 4. 
The notion of quasi-monomiality has been exploited within different contexts 
to deal with isospectral problems [67] and to study the properties of new families of 
special functions [37]. 
The concept of quasi-monomiality is fairly straight-forward and can be summa-
rized as follows: 
The polynomial set {pn{x)}nen is quasi-monomial, if there exist two operators P 
and M, called respectively derivative operator and multiplicative operator, satisfying 
(V n e N) the identities 
P{pn{x)} = np„_i(x), 
M{pn{x)} = Pn+l{x). (2.4.1) 
The operators P and M satisfies the commutation property 
[P,M] = PM-MP=l (2.4.2) 
and thus display a Weyl group structure. 
If the considered polynomial set {Pn{x)} is quasi-monomial, its properties can 
be easily derived from the structure of operators P and M. In fact 
(a) If P and M have a differential realization, then the polynomials p,i(x) satisfy 
the differential equation 
MP{pn{x)} = npnix). (2.4.3) 
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(b) Assuming here and in the following po{x) = 1, then the polynomials pn{x) can 
be expUcitly constructed by the relation 
Pn{x) = M"{1}. (2.4.4) 
(c) The last identity implies that the exponential generating function of the poly-
nomials Pn{x) can be cast in the form 
exp(iM){l} = X ^ P n ( x ) - (1^ 1 <oo) . (2.4.5) 
n=0 
The concepts and the formalism associated with the monomiality treatment can 
be exploited in different ways. On one side, they can be used to study the properties 
of ordinary or generalized special polynomials by means of a formalism closer to that 
of natural monomials. On the other side, they can be useful to establish rules of 
operational nature, framing the special polynomials within the context of particular 
solutions of generalized forms of partial differential equations. 
Most of the properties of families of polynomials, recognized as quasi-monomials, 
can be deduced, quite straight forwardly, by using operational rules associated with 
the relevant derivative and multiplicative operators. Furthermore they suggest that 
we can define families of isospectral problems by exploiting the correspondence 
P ^ ^ ' 
M ^ . (2-4.6) 
Pnix) o a;". 
In the case of multi-variable generalized special functions, the use of operational 
techniques, combined with the principle of monomiahty [18] provides new means 
of analysis for the solutions of a wide class of partial differential equations often 
encountered in physical problems. 
There is a continuous demand of operational techniques in research fields like 
classical and ciuantum optics and in these fields the use of operational techniques 
has provided powerful and efficient means of investigation. Most of the interest is 
relevant to operational identities associated with ordinary and multi-variable forms 
of Hermite and Laguerre polynomials, see for example [18, 25, 26, 35]. 
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2.5. SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS AND THE MONOMIALITY 
PRINCIPLE 
A polynomial sequence {s„(a:)},^o isn{x) being a polynomial of degree n) is 
called ShefFer A-type zero [64] if s„(x) possesses the exponential generating function 
of the form 
A{t) exp (xC{t)) = Y^ ^r.{x)~, (2.5.1) 
n=0 
where yl(^) and C{t) have (at least the formal) expansions 
>l(0 = ^ ^ n — ( ^ 7 ^ 0 ) (2.5.2a) 
n=0 
and 
C(t) = V C . - ( C i ^ O ) , (2.5.26) 
n = l 
respectively. 
The Sheffer class contains important sequences such as the Hermite, Laguerre, 
Bessel, Bernoulli, Poisson-Charlier, factorial polynomials et cetera. (A detailed 
study of these polynomials and more will be discussed in the next Section). These 
polynomials are important from the viewpoint of applications in physics and number 
theory. Properties of Sheffer sequences are naturally handled within the framework 
of modern classical umbral calculus by Roman [65]. 
It has been shown in [62] that if s„(a;) are of Sheffer-type then it is possible 
to give explicit representations of the multiplicative and derivative operators M 
and P of Eq. (2.4.1). Conversely if M = M{X,D) and P = P{D) then Sn{x) of 
equation (2.2.1) are necessarily of Sheffer-type. A general theorem [13, 65] states that 
a polynomial sequence s„(x) satisfying the monomiahty principle equation (2.4.1) 
with an operator P given as a function of the derivative operator only P = P{D) is 
uniquely determined by two (formal) power series 
f^^)^Y.f--\ (/o = 0, /iT^O) (2.5.3a) 
n=0 
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and 
P(i) = $ ^ 5 n ^ , 50 7^0. (2.5.3&) 
n=0 
The exponential generating function of s„(a;) is then given by 
g(a;,0 - E ^ " ( ^ ) r i = . , e x p ( x r ^ ( 0 ) , (2.5.4) 
where f~^{t) is the compositional inverse oi f{t). The associated raising and lowering 
operators of Eq. (2.4.1) are given by [8, 65] 
M = 
and 
X ^ ' (^) 
9iD) J f'{D) (2.5.5a) 
P = / (D) , (2.5.56) 
respectively. 
We note that X enters M only hnearly and the order of X and D in M(X, D) 
matters. By direct calculation one may check that any pair M, P from Eqs. (2.5.5a), 
(2.5.5b) satisfies the commutation relation (2.4.2), see for details [13, 65]. 
In view of Eqs. (2.5.1) and (2.5.4), we have 
A(t) = ^ ^ (2.5.6a) 
and 
Cit) = r\t). (2.5.66) 
Several types of polynomial sequences are studied using the raonomiahty princi-
ple, see for example [18, 19, 24, 29, 31-33, 38, 39, 62]. Multiphcative and derivative 
operators of some Sheffer polynomials are given in the following table. 
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S.No. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
A{t);C{t) 
-1'" J. e \vt 
( l _ i ) — 1 ; _ 1 _ 
i ^ ; i o g ( H ) -
e^M-e ' 
(l + ll + O^j'^logll + i) 
,og(Uo;i°g(l + )^ 
2^;log(l + 0 
v/iW'^^^'^W 
fi u\-~4 2 r - \ 
Af (X, D)andP{D) 
M = -XD^ + {2X -a 
- 1)D - X + a + 1 
P- ^ 
^ ~ D-l 
•"^  2eO 2(l-eD) 
^ - eO + 1 
M = XD-X +0 
P = log(l - D) 
P = e^-1 
M - Jie + D ( e ^ - l ) 
P = e^ - 1 
P = e^ - 1 
M = (X - tan D) cos^ D 
P = tan L> 
^'^ - (1+D) ' (l+£>)2 
+ (1+D) 
p _ 1 i/^it-o'i^ 
^ " 4 4\1-D) 
Polynomials 
Generalized Hermite 
polynomials 
Hn,mAx) [44, 58] 
Generalized Laguerre 
polynomials 
L'^n\x)[l, 64] 
Pidduck polynomials 
Pn{x) [4, 9, 43] 
Acturial polynomials 
a f (x) [9] 
Peters polynomials 
Sn{x;X,n) [9] 
Bernoulli polynomials 
of the second kind 
bn{x) [49] 
Related polynomials 
rn{x) [49] 
Hahn polynomials 
Rn{x) [7] 
Shively's pseudo-
Laguerre polynomials 
Rn{a,x) [64] 
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CHAPTER 3 
LAGUERRE AND 
POISSON-CHARLIER POLYNOMIALS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this Chapter, we consider some important polynomials of Sheffer family, 
that is, Laguerre and Poisson-Charlier polynomials. In order to study the basic 
properties of these polynomials, we require some results other than discussed in 
Chapter 2, which are as follows. 
Theorem 3.1.1. The sequence Pn{x) is associated to f{t) if and only if 
a)(t"|p„(x)) = 6nfi. 
b)/(t)Pn(a;) = np„_i(x). 
Theorem 3.1.2. (The Recurrence Formula for Sheffer Sequences) U Sn{x) is Sheffer 
for (^(^),/(0), then 
^ 9'ity Sn+i{x) = X 
git) J nt) TirM^)-
Theorem 3.1.3. (The Transfer Formulas) \i pn{x) is the associated sequence for 
/( i) , then 
- n - l 
^)Pn{x) = r{t)\^-f] a:"and 
—n 
b)p„(x) = x - ( ^ ) x"-S 
t I 
for all n > 0. 
We use the notation t'' for kth derivative operator. 
In order- to maintain greater clarity, this Chapter is divided into five sections. 
Each Section is then divided into two parts, in the first part we discuss Laguerre 
polynomials while in the second part we discuss Poisson-Charlier polynomials. In 
Section 3.2, we discuss some elementry results of Laguerre and Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials. In Section 3.3, we give the generating function and Sheffer identity. 
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In Section 3.4, we discuss various recurrence relation and operational formulas. In 
Section 3.5, we give some expansions of Laguerre polynomials and Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials. 
3.2. SOME ELEMENTRY RESULTS 
A. Laguerre Polynomials 
The n"' degree polynomials Ln {x) of order a form the Sheffer sequence for the 
pair 
g{t) = {1 -1)-^-\ m = j ^ . (3.2.1) 
These polynomials are called Laguerre, Generalized Laguerre, or Associated 
Laguerre Polynomials. 
The sequence L^r {x) — Ln(x) is called Basic Laguerre Polynomials. It is 
associated to the delta series f{t). 
The first few Laguerre polynomials are: 
L^^\x) = 1, 
L^^\x) =-X + a + I, 
Lr\.) = '~~ia^2)x+^''^'f^'\ 
,(«), , -x^ (a + 3)x2 (a + 2)(a + 3),x (a + l)(a + 2)(a + 3) 
^^ •^'••) = ^ + — 2 2 + 6 • 
Relation Between Laguerre and Basic Laguerre Polynomials 
It follows from Theorem 2.3.5., that 
g{t)Sn{x) ^Pn{x), 
where Pnix) is associated sequence for f{t). 
^ {1 - tr^-'Li:\x) = K{x) 
^ Li^\x) = {l-tr^'Ln(x). (3.2.2) 
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Also, we have 
(1 - t)^Li«)(x) = (1 - t ^ i - t r + ^ M x ) 
= (1 - i)(^+")+^L„(x) 
= L^r^\x). (3.2.3) 
Expression for the Sequence L„(x) 
According to transfer formula, we have 
p^{x) = nt)(^-^^" x\ 
where p„(a:) is associated sequence for f{t). 
Taking 
Pnix) = hn{x) 
fit) = ^ 
t - l 
and nt) = '^ 
Thus the transfer formula can be written as: 
L„(x) = - ^ ( ^ i)""" ' .»= -(1 - tr^t ^ i r ' . » 
so that, we have 
L„(a:) = ( - i r ( l - 0 " " V . (3.2.4) 
Further, in order to give an explicit expression for the sequence L„(a;), we con-
sider Eq. (3.2.4) as: 
n - l 
L.{x) = {-irY:('' ^\-ifth 
fe=0 ^ ^ 
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Now replacuiig k hy n — k, we get 
fc=i ^ ^ 
Expression for the Sequence Ln (x) 
Using expression (3.2.4) in Eq. (3.2.2) we have 
Lir\x) = (1 - tr+'Lr^ix) = (1 - tr^\-ini - tr-'x^ 
so that we have 
4")(a;) = (1 _ tr+^{-xr. (3.2.6) 
Again, from Eq. (3.2.6), we find 
a+n 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
a+ra / s 
Now, replacing /c by n — A;, we get 
fc=0 ^ -^  
Rodrigues Formula 
To derive Rodrigues formula, we observe that 
( -e" te-")p(x) = -eHie-^{p{x))) 
= -e^(-e~' 'p(a:) + e"V(a;)) 
= p(x)+p'(2;) 
= (I-OP(^). 
Hence as operators, 
- e ^ t e - ^ = 1 - i 
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and so we obtain 
Further, 
X 
(1 - ty = ( - l ) "e^re-^ . 
k=0 
A;=0 ^ 
n 
n 
= E 
fc=0 
n 
= E 
fc=0 
n 
= E 
a + n 
k 
a + n 
k 
k=0 
a + n 
k 
so that, we obtain 
x-^il - t)"2;"+" = (1 - f)"+"x". 
Now, using relations (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) in Eq. (3.2.6), we have 
4")(x) = ( - ! )" ( ! -^ )" - ' a : " 
- ( - l ) " x - " ( l - t ) " x " + " 
= (-l)"a:^"(-l)"e^re-"x"+". 
so that, we obtain 
Ll^^\x) = 2;-"e^re-^a:" +n 
(3.2.8) 
(3.2.9) 
(3.2.10) 
B. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials Cn{x; a) form the Sheffer sequence for 
g{t) ^ e"^^'-'\ m = a{e'-l), (a ^ 0). (3.2.11) 
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The first few Poisson-Charlier polynomials are: 
co(a;;a) = 1, 
a-x 
c i ( x ; a ) = - • 
C2{x]a) = 
a 
a? — X — 2ax + x'^ 
^ 2 ' 
, . 0? — 2x — 2>ax — Za?x -f Zx"^ + Sax^ — x^ C3{x;a) = r ^ . 
Now, in order to obtain the associated Sheffer sequence for f(t), we consider 
= a'-''{t'\ie'-l)-\x)n). 
Since the lower factorial polynomials {x)n is associated for e* — 1 [65], hence 
using Theorem 3.1.1., we have 
this impUes associated sequence for f{t) is 
Expression for the Sequence c„(x; a) .y'' ^ ' " - : "-> 
From Theorem 2.3.5., we obtain '' . j 'l\jt-^ C// n Cue 
Cn{x;a) = gity^pnix) 
(-a) 
--"E^(^^-i)^-)" 
fc=0 
fc=0 
= E (I) (-')''"'-•(-)--
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Replacing k by n — k, we get 
c„{x-a) = J2 (f\{-ir-'a'\x)n-k. (3.2.13) 
fc=0 
Relation Between Laguerre and Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
From Eq. (3.2.7), we get 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
Replacing k hy n ~ k, we obtain 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
:^ a-"Li^-")(«) = Cn(a;;a). (3.2.14) 
3.3. GENERATING FUNCTION AND SHEFFER IDENTITY 
A. Laguerre Polynonnials 
From Theorem 2.3.3., the generating function for the Sheffer polynomials is 
given by 
oo 
Since for the Laguerre polynomials, we have 
t m = 
t-1' 
thus the generating function for the Laguerre polynomials is obtained as 
oo r (a) / \ 
(1 - i)-"-ie-t/(t-i) ^ ^ ~ ^ t ' . (3.3.1] 
fc=0 
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From Theorem 2.3.8, the Shaffer identity is given by 
Sn{x + y) = ^ l , ] Sk{y)Pn-k{x). 
where Pri(--c) is associated sequence for s„(a;). For the Laguerre polynomials, as-
sociated sequence is given by L„(3;). Thus the Sheffer identity for the Laguerre 
polynomials is given by 
4" (^^  + 2/) = E(^)4"^(y)Ln-.(x). (3.3.2.) 
Applying (1 - t)^+^ on both side of Eq. (3.3.2) and using Eqs. (3.2.2) and 
(3.2.3), we get 
Li^'-'^'Hx + y) = J2 Q4"^(2/)41(^)- (3.3.3.) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
B. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
For Poisson-Charlier polynomials, we have 
/W = log(l + ^ ) . 
thus the generating function for Poisson-Charlier polynomials is obtained as 
M v^Cfc(3;;a) fc 
^-' l + S =^i i^« ' . (3.3^4) 
^ -^  fc=o • 
Also, the Sheffer identity is given by 
c„(.x + y; «) = X I ( t ) ^''""^'^(J/! a){x)n-k. (3.3.5) 
fe=0 
3.4. RECURRENCE RELATIONS AND OPERATIONAL FORMULAS 
A. Laguerre Polynomials 
In view of Theorem 2.3.6., we have 
^ 4")(.x) = nLa( .x ) , (3.4.1) 
t- 1 
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which simphfies to 
[xt'^ + {a + l-x)t + n]L^^\x)=0. (3.4.6) 
Eq. (3.4.6) is the second order differential equation for the Laguerre polynomi-
als. 
B. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
In view of Theorem (2.3.6), we have 
a(e' - l)cn{x; a) = nc„_i(a;; a), (3.4.7) 
which gives the recurrence relation 
acn(x + 1; a) — aCn{x; a) — nc„_i(a;; a) = 0. (3.4.8) 
The recurrence formula is 
c„+i(x;a) = [x ^ 1 J -c Ira) 
= (x - ae*)—rCn{x;a) 
~ - a'^xe~^Cn(x; a) — c„(x; a) 
= a~^xc„(x — 1; a) — c„(x;a) 
or, 
aCn+i {x; a) + acn{x; a) — a:c„(a; — 1; a) = 0 (3.4.9) 
Now solving relation (3.4.8) for c„_i(x;a), we get 
ncn-i{x; a) — acn{x + 1; a) — ac„(x; a) 
and substituting it in Eq. (3.4.9), we have 
acn{x;a) + ac„_i(x; a) — xc„_i(x — 1; a) = 0 
or, 
ancnix; a) + a(ac„,(.x + 1; a) — ac„(x; a)) — x{aCn{x; a) — acn(x — 1; a)) = 0 
or, 
acn{x + 1; a) + {n- a — x)c„,(x; a) + xc„(x — 1; a) = 0. (3.4.10) 
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which is equivalent to 
or, tL(:\x) = -nLtV^. (3.4.2) 
Also from the Theorem 3.1.2., the recurrence formula for Laguerre polynomials 
is given as 
-^^ ^^ =(^ -f)M "^^ ^^  
- , ^ _ (a + l ) ( l - 0 — ^ \ 1 ^(.). . 
- " ^ ( l - i ) - " - l y ' - l / ( l _ t ) 2 ^ " '^'^  
^ {xt - X + a + 1){1 - t)Ll^\x), 
so that, we have 
Li; \(x) = (xi - X + Q + l)Li"+^H^)- (3-4.3) 
From the above relation we conclude that 
Ll:U^)= {xt-x + a + l)(")L(;^+")(x), (3.4.4) 
and for m = 0, we have a formula of Carlitz, 
Ll^\x) = {xt-x + a + lY''h. (3.4.5) 
From Eq. (3.4.1) and the recurrence formula (3.4.3), we easily obtain the fa-
miliar second-order differential equation for the Laguerre polynomials. Writing Eq. 
(3.4.1) as 
{t-l)Li^Ux) = {l/n)tL^^\x) 
=> Lt\'\^) = -{lln)tL^:\x\ 
replacing n by n — 1 in the above equation and then substituting it into Eq. (3.4.3), 
we get 
4")(x) = {xt~x + a-\-\)L^;^X^\x) 
= -{l/n){xt-x + a + l)tL\f{x), 
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which simphfies to 
[xt^ + {a + l-x)t + n]Ll^\x)=Q. (3.4.6) 
Eq. (3.4.6) is the second order differential equation for the Laguerre polynomi-
als. 
B. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
In view of Theorem (2.3.6), we have 
a(e' - l)cnix; a) = nc„_i(a;; a), (3.4.7) 
which gives the recurrence relation 
acn{x + 1; a) — aCn{x; a) — nc„_i(x; a) = 0. (3.4.8) 
The recurrence formula is 
, , / g'{t)\ 1 , , 
= {x - ae*)—-Cn{x;a) 
— ' oT^xe~^Cn{x\ a) — c„(x; a) 
= oT^xCn{x — \\ a) — Cn{x\ a) 
or, 
ac„+i(x; a) + ac.n{x\ a) - a;c„(x - 1; a) = 0 (3.4.9) 
Now solving relation (3.4.8) for c„_i(x;a), we get 
ncn~\{x\ a) = acn{x + 1; a) — aCn{x; a) 
and substituting it in Eq. (3.4.9), we have 
acn(x;a) + acn_i{x;a) — xcn-i{x — l;a) = 0 
or, 
or. 
ancn{x; a) + a{acn{x + 1; a) — aCn{x; a)) — x(ac„(a;; a) — acn{x — 1; a)) = 0 
ac„(.T + 1; a) + (n - a - a:)c„,(x; a) + xc„(x - 1; a) = 0. (3.4.10) 
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3.5. SOME EXPANSIONS 
A. Laguerre Polynomials 
Theorem 2.3.10., gives 
But 
and 
n+l r / \ 
fc=0 
+ ''_^{g{t)m\L<-:!,^,{x)) k-ij Lrix) 
= {a + m\l-t)—''Lt\x)) 
= {a + l){6m,o - 5m,i) 
{9{t)f'{t]\L^^\x)) = {-{l-tr--\l-t)-'\L^^\x)) 
-{t'\(i-t)—'Li:\x)) 
-{t'\Li;;'\x)) 
''m — 3 
m 
m\ 
= —{Smfl — 2(^m,l + 2^rn,2)-
Thus 
ti+i 
XL^:\X) = Y . ( ^ ) ( « + l ) ( ^ n , f c - < ^ „ - M ) + L " ^ V - < ^ n + l , f c + 2(^„, fc-2(^„_l , , ) 
= ~L^:l{x) + (a + 1 + 2n)L^:\x) - {n{a + 1) + n{n - l ) ) 4 - \ ( ^ ) , 
which is the recurrence relation 
L;;i(.;;) - (2n + a + 1 - x)L^^\x) + n{n + a)L^^l^{x) = 0. (3.5.i; 
L (a 
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Also, from Theorem 2.3.11., we have 
which gives, 
n - l 
'4"'w = -ES4'"w 
fc=0 
(3.5.2) 
The polynomial expansion theorem is given as 
Let us set p(x) = xiLn \x). Then, since 
/ f \ '= 
( 1 - t ) 
("), p(x) )L'^\x). 
-a-\ t 
t - 1 
xtLi^^x)) = ( ( - l ) '= ( l - f ) -« -^ -¥ |x t4«) (x ) ) 
= (a,[(-i)^(i-t)-<^-^-'=£l|tL(r^(x)) 
k{l-t) -a-l 
t - 1 
fc+1 
-(a+l+fc)(l-f) - a - l 
V i - ly 
- ( a + l + A:)(5(^)/(0'=^^|L(r)(x)) 
= kn\5n,k - (a + 1 + A;)n!5„,fc4.i 
= nn\Sn,k - (a + n)n!5„_i,fc, 
i^i^H^) 
therefore we have 
xtLl:^ = nL[f\x) - n{a + n)Lt\{x) (3.5.3) 
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B. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
Theorem 2.3.10. gives 
But 
and 
Thus 
or, 
n+l r / \ 
xc„(x;a) = ^ i \{g'{t)\cn-k{x;a 
t—n I- \ / A:=0 
+ 
)> 
l^'^A{g{t)f'{t)\cn^k+i{x;a)) Ck{x;a) 
= (ae*e"(^'-i)|9(t)-Vn-fe(x)) 
= a' '~"(5n+l,fc+<5n,/k)-
n+l r / \ 
fc=o LV / 
+ h " J a ^ ~ " ( r J n + l , / c + <^ n,fe) Ck{x;a) 
= acn+i{x;a) + (a + n)Cn{x; a) + nc„_i(a;;a), 
acn+i{x; a) + (a + n - 2;)c„(a;; a) + ncn-i(x; a) = 0. 
Also according to Theorem 2.3.11, we have 
n-l 
(3.5.4) 
fe=0 ^ ^ 
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fc=0 
which gives, 
t—n \ / 
<(x;a) = = J2 Q " ' ' " ! - ! ) " - ' - ' ! ^ - k - l)\c,{x;a) (3.5.5) 
fe=0 ^ "^ 
These are just a small sample of the many formulas which can be obtained by 
umbral methods. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ORTHOGONALITY OF SOME POLYNOMIAL SETS 
VIA QUASI-MONOMIALITY 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P be the vector space of polynomials with complex coefficients, that is, 
coefficients in C. A polynomial sequence {Pn}^=o in P is called a polynomial set if 
and only if 
deg (Pn) = n (n G No := {0,1, 2, • • • }). (4.1.1) 
For an integer j , we denote by A^ -'^  the space of operators acting on analytic 
functions that augment (respectively reduce) the degree of every polynomial by 
exactly j if j E No (respectively j E ZQ := —1, —2, —3, • • •). This tacitly includes 
the fact that, if a e A^-^^ then a{l) = 0. 
Let P' be the dual of the vector space P of polynomials with coefficients in C. 
We denote by (P | / ) the effect of the finear functional P E F' on the polynomial 
/ e P . 
Let {Pnj^^Q be a polynomial set in P. The corresponding manic polynomial 
sequence {Vn}'^=o is given by 
Pn = KVn (n € No), (4.1.2) 
where A„ is the normalization coefficient. 
The dual sequence {P„}^o of ^ polynomial set {Pn}^o i^  defined by 
{Pn\Pn,) = Sn,m ( n , m G N Q ) , (4 .1 .3) 
Sn,7n being Kronecker delta. 
The polynomial sequence {Pn},^o i^  called an orthogonal polynomial set with 
respect to the functional C if it satisfies the following condition: 
{m,nE No). (4.1.4) 
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The Favard theorem [17] asserts that the orthogonahty condition (4.1.4) may 
be deduced from the fact that the sequence {Vn}^=o satisfies a second-order (three-
term) recurrence relation: 
'Pn+2{X) = {X- (3n+l)Vn+l{x) ~ ^n+lVn{x) (u G N Q ) , 
Voix) = 1 and (4.1.5) 
Pi(x) = X - Po 
and the regularity conditions: 
7n+i 7^  0 (n 6 NO). (4.1.6) 
The sufficient conditions, in terms of multiplicative and derivative operators, to 
ensure the orthogonality of a polynomial set are given by: 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let {P„}^o be a polynomial set and let P and M be its derivative 
and multiplicative operators. If 
M = {ai + {a2 + a3x)P + a4P^)~\a5+aeX + a7P), (4.1.7) 
where ai, a2, • • • ,07 are complex parameters constrained by 
a i ^ O , (03,06)7^(0,0) and (04,07)7^(0,0), (4.1.8) 
then the conditions (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) are satisfied. 
Most of the properties of polynomial sets can be deduced by using operational 
rules with multiplicative and derivative operators. In many works [11, 18, 34, 40, 45, 
66] new and known results related to Hermite polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, 
Legendre polynomials and Appell polynomials were derived by using the monomi-
ality principle. The main properties considered in these recent works are related to 
generating functions, differential equations, and Rodrigues formulas. In this Chap-
ter we study the orthogonality of some polynomial sets by using the corresponding 
derivative and nmltiplicative operators. 
The outline of this Chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 deals with quasi-monomiahty 
of a given polynomial set. In Section 4.3, we present some useful tools to explicitly 
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express niultii)licative and derivative operators for some polynomial families given 
by their generating functions. In Section 4.4, we construct dual sequence of a poly-
nomial set in terms of its derivative operator. In Section 4.5, we present our main 
result (Theorem 4.5.1) which helps in studying orthogonality of a polynomial set and 
then we apply our main result to some well-known orthogonal Sheffer polynomial 
sets. 
4.2. POLYNOMIAL SETS AND QUASI-MONOMIALITY 
Theorem 4.2.1. Every polynomial set is quasi-monomial. 
Proof: Let {F„}^o ^^ a polynomial set and let Ei := {<^j}-oo<j<i be a sequence 
of operators acting on analytic functions such that aj G A'-'^  
Put Qn = Pn/n\ and define polynomials S'„(x),n > 0, successively by 
So{x)a^iQi{x) = Qo{x) 
and 
n - l 
Sn{x)a^n-lQn+l{x) - Qn{x) - ^ 5 fc (x)a_fc_ iQ„+i (x ) {u > 1) . (4 .2 .1) 
A:=0 
By induction on n, we verify that Sn{x) is uniquely defined and is of degree 
< n. Put 
oo 
P(,T,P,E0 = 5]5fc(x)cT_fc_i. (4.2.2) 
fc=0 
Now, 
P(.x-,P,Ei)P„(x) = Y^Skix)a_k-iPn{x) 
k=0 
n 
= n! ^  Sk{x)a^k-iQnix) 
fc=0 
= n!Q„_i(x) (Using Eq. (4.2.1)) 
Pn-iix) 
n ( n - 1 ) ! 
nPn^i{x). 
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Hence 
a)P(x-,P,Ei)P„(2;)=nP„_i(x). 
Now define a sequence of polynomials Tn{x),n > 0, successively by 
To = constant; 
T,{x)aoPo{x) = Pi{x)~ToaxPo{x), (4.2.3) 
r„+i(x)a_„F„(x) = Pn+i{x) ~ J2LoTk{x)a-k + lP„(x) (n > 1). 
By induction on n, we verify, for fixed To, that Tn{x) is uniquely defined and is 
of degree < n. Put 
oo 
A{x, P, El, To) - ^ n{x)a_k+i • (4.2.4) 
fe=0 
Now, 
A{x,P,i:,,To)Pn{x) = £ ; r f c ( x ) c T _ f c + i P „ ( x ) 
fc=0 
n+1 
= y^Tfc(x)a_fc+iF„(x) 
fe=o 
= P„+i(3:). (Using Eq. (4.2.3)) 
Hence 
a) Aix,P,Ei,To)Pnix) = Pn+iix). 
b)^(.x,P,Si,To)F„(x)GA(i). 
As P is a polynomial set, P is a basis in P, the vector space of polynomials 
with one variable. Consequently, the derivative and multiplicative operators given 
by the relations (4.2.2) and (4.2.4) are completely defined on P and are independent 
of the choice of the sequences Ei. It follows then for every polynomial set {Pn}^o, 
there exists an unique couple (P, M) € A '^^ ^ x A^ ^^  of operators on P such that 
P(P„)(x) = nP„_i(.x) and M(P„)(x) = P„+i(x). 
4.3. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND QUASI-MONOMIALITY 
Now, we state, for a polynomial set, relations between its generating function 
and the corresponding derivative and multiplicative operators. 
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let {P,M) E A^'^^ x A^ )^ and let P := {Pn}^=o be a polynomial 
set generated by 
^( '^^ ) = E ^ ^ " - (4.3.1) 
n = 0 
Then we have the equivalences: 
PG{x,t) = tG{x,t) <=^ P{Pn) = nPn-i (4.3.2) 
and 
MG{x, t) = ^ ^ ( x , t) ^=^ M{Pn) = Pn+i, (4.3.3) 
where P := P^ and M := M,. 
Proof: The proof of Eq. (4.3.2) is as follows: 
PG(., t) = tG(x. 0 ^ P E ^ ( " = < E ^ ' " 
n = 0 • n = 0 
^ n! ^ n! 
ra=0 n = 0 
^ ^ n! ^^ -^  n! 
n = l n = l 
<^ =» PP^{x) = nPn-i{x). 
For the proof of Eq. (4.3.3), we start with 
MG(., 0 = | G , . , 0 ^ M E ^ < " = I E ^ * " 
n = 0 n=0 
^ oo 
^ n! ^ ( n - 1 ) ! 
n = 0 n=0 ^ ^ 
MPnix) = Pn+i(:r). 
Remark 4.3.1. From the relation PG{x,t) = tG{x,t), we deduce that two polyno-
oo 
mial sets generated, respectively, by G{x,t) and A{t)G{x,t), where A{t) = Yl (^k't'' 
fc=0 
(UQ ^ 0), are associated with the same derivative operator. 
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Corollary 4.3.1. Let a := a, e M~') and let P - / P 1 - u 
definpH hv fj . . . •" •^^"^"=0 be a polynomial set 
dehned by the generating function: 
Gix, t) =: A{t)G,{x, C{t)) == y ^ ^ t -
n=0 
such that 
^Gi{x,t)=^tG^{x,t), 
where 
OO 
(4.3.4) 
(4.3.5) 
fc=0 
^=0 
a.e two analyUc functions. Let P„(x) be associated with the denvative 
then 
C{t) ^Y.c^t'^^ (co^O), (4.3.6) 
operator P, 
(4.3.7) 
where C* is the inverse of C; that is, 
OO 
C-(C(()) = C(C-W) = < with C . W = J : C : * " « ( C ; ^ 0 ) . (4.3.8) 
71=0 
Proof: Pi-om the identity aG^{x,t) = tG^{x,t), we deduce 
<jGi(x,C(i)) = C(t)(?i(a:,t) 
=»C*((r)Gi(x,C(t)) = iGi(x,i). 
Hence, from Theorem 4.3.1., C*(cr) is the derivative operator associated with 
the polynomials generated by G\{x,C{t)). Prom Remark 4.3.1., C*{a) is also the 
derivative operator associated with the polynomials generated by A{t)G\{x,t), that 
is, P = C*{a). 
Two partic;ular cases are worthy of note: 
Case I: Generalized Hypergeometric operators: 
a := n(^+"^) 
i-\ 
i ? x n ( ^ + / ? i - l ) (^ = .^i^x). (4.3.9) 
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In this case 
xt I . (4.3.10) 
If p = g = 0, then 
cr = D^ and Gx{x,t)-^ e^\ (4.3.11) 
This case corresponds to Sheffer polynomials. 
Case II: Hahn operators: 
a fix) = H,,Jix) :== ^^ _ ^^^ ^ ^ • (4.3.12) 
If cr = H^^^ = A^;, then 
x Giix,t) = (l+a;t)^/'^ = expj - l og ( l + a;0 ). (4.3.13) 
Corollary 4.3.2. Let P := {Pn}'^=o be a polynomial set generated by 
Gix, t) = Ait)BixCit)) = J2 -^t", (4.3.14) 
n ^-
where 
oo 
Ait) = Z dkt' iao 7^ 0), 
A:=0 
oo 
Bit) = E ht' ibk^O,yke No), (4.3.15) 
k=0 
oc 
C ( t ) = E c f c i ' ^ ' (co^O). 
/t=0 
Let a e A "^^ ^ given by 
a(l) = 0 and (7(.T") = ^ x " " ' (n € N). (4.3.16) 
Put 
^(-l)(2;n) = ^ ^ " + 1 („ e No). 
0„. 
Then the polynomial set P is quasi-monomial under the action of 
- -—- A'(P) -
P = C*ia) and M = — ^ + 2:D^C"(P)fT(-'\ (4.3.17) 
^ (P) 
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where A'{t) = DtA(t) and D, =^ £. 
Proof: From Eq. (4.3.15), we have 
oo 
B{xt) = J2ht''x'' 
oo 
fc=0 
oo 
= ^ M ' ^ ^ x ^ - i (Using Eq. (4.3.16)) 
k=Q 
oo 
fc=0 
= tS(xt) 
=^ aBixC{t)) = C(OB(a:C(0) 
=» C*((T)B(xC(0) = tB{xC{t)). 
From Theorem 4.3.1., C*(<T) is the derivative operator of the polynomial gen-
erated by B(xC{t)). Prom Remark 4.3.1., we can say that C*{a) is the derivative 
operator of the polynomial generated by A{t)B{xC{t)) = G{x, t). Hence P = C*{a). 
Now from Eq. (4.3.14) 
Gix,t) = A{t)B{xC(t)) 
=>§iG(x,t) = j^{A{t)BixC{t)) 
= A'{t)B{xC{t)) + xC'it)A{t)B\xC{t)) 
= A'it)B{xC{t))+xC'{t)A{t)D.^^^^ 
(l|--§|)-<-)' 
Hence from Theorem 4.3.1., we conclude that 
— A'(t) M=-^+xD,C'it)a-\ 
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Remark 4.3.2. The Sheffer polynomial set {Pn}^Q generated by 
A(t)exp(xC(t)) = J ] - ^ r , 
n=0 
where A and C are given by (4.3.15) is quasi-monomial under the action of 
A'{P) 
P = C*{D^) and M 
since, for this case, B{t) = e* and a = Di. 
A(P) + xC'{P), 
Corollary 4.3.3. Let 
oo oo 
A{t)=:"^akt'' (aoT^O) and C[t) = ^Ckt''^^ (co 7^  0) (4.3.18) 
fc=0 A;=0 
be two analytic functions. Then the polynomial set P := {-fn}^o defined by the 
generating function: 
A{t){i+ujc{t)r/- = Y.^^''^ (4.3.19) 
n=0 
is quasi-monomial under the action of P and M operators given by 
P = C*(AJ and M = ^ 4 - X : ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
A{P) l + w A ^ ' 
where A ;^ = 'Li^ ^ T^ is translation operator. 
Proof: For this case a = A ;^. Hence from corollary 4.3.1., 
P = C*(AJ. 
Further since, 
G{x,t)=^A{t){l+ujC{t)Y''' 
(4.3.20) 
G(,x, t) = A{t) exp ( - Iog(l + u}C{t)) 
d_ 
dt G{x, t) = A!{t) exp ( - log(l + ujC{t))) + A{t) exp I - log(l + ujC{t)) ] x-
^ + ,^m_lG(xt) [A{t) ^ l+a;A^J^^''' ''' 
C'{t) 
J l+cjC(t) 
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Thus from Theorem 4.3.1., we conclude that 
IT? ^ ' ( 0 C'{t) 
M = - r r v + a;: A{t) 1 + uA, 
4.4. DUAL SEQUENCE VIA DERIVATIVE OPERATOR 
To construct dual sequence of a polynomial set in terms of its derivative operator 
we state the following result: 
Theorem 4.4.1. Let (Fnj^o be a polynomial set, let P be its derivative operator, 
and let {F„}^o be its dual sequence. Then there exists a power series A{t) = 
^ dni" [ao ^ 0), such that 
A;=0 
- ) ^ ^ ^ P^A(P) 
{Pn\f) = -7[PM(P)(/)(a;)].=o = p / ( 0 ) (n e No,/ £ P). (4.4.1) 
n! n! 
To prove this result we first introduce the following notions: 
~ is Definition 4.4.1. Let a E A^''^'^ and let {P„}^o be a polynomial set. {Pn}n 
called a a-Appell polynomial set if and only if 
a (Pn)=nP„_i ( n € N ) . (4.4.2) 
Definition 4.4.2. Let a 6 A ~^^ .^ A polynomial set {B„}^o ^^  called a sequence of 
basic polynomials for a if: 
a) ^0(2;) = 1, 
b) 5„(0) = 0 whenever n > 0, 
c) aBni'x) = nBn-iix). 
As a consequence of this definition, we mention the orthogonality relation 
(r"'Bn{0) = nlSn,m (n, m € No). (4.4.3) 
To prove Theorem 4.4.1., we need following two lemmas: 
Lemma 4.4.1. Every a G A ~^^ ) has a sequence of basic polynomials. 
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Proof: Put, Po{x) = 1 and define Pn{x) (n > 1), recurrently by the identity 
a„P„(x) =x^~J2 li^'iOh-oPkix) (n > 1), 
fc=0 
where a„ — " \^^ -* 7^  0. Inducing on n, we verify that this sequence satisfies the 
conditions given by Definition 4.4.2. 
Lemma 4.4.2. Let {F„}^o be a polynomial set and let a be its derivative operator. 
Let {5„}^Q be a sequence of basic polynomials for a. Then there exists a power 
^ 00 
series A{i) = ^ anf"' (ao 7^  0), such that 
fc=0 
I(a)(P„) = B^ (ne No). (4.4.4) 
Proof: Since ( F ^ I ^ Q and {5„}^o ^^^ two polynomial sets, it is possible to write 
Bn{x) - Yl«n,fc. ^' .,Pn-fc(x) (n G NQ), (4.4.5) 
where the coefficients ctn.fe depend on n and A; and an,Q j^ 0. We need to prove that 
these coefficients are independent of n. Apply the operator a to both sides of Eq. 
(4.4.5) to obtain 
Bn-,{X) = Yl ^n,fe. ^^ J , F n - l - f c ( x ) (TI G N ) , (4 .4 .6) 
fe=0 ^^ '' 
since CTPQ = 0. Shifting the index n —> n + 1 in (4.4.6), we have 
n , 
^^  T Th 
Bnix) = 2^an+l,k. J .^Pn-k{x) (u 6 N Q ) , (4 .4 .7) k=0 •(n-k)\ 
Compare Eqs. (4.4.5) and (4.4.7) to note that an,k = o:n+i,k for ah k and n, 
which means that Q„,fc = a^ independent of n. Hence we can write (4.4.5) in the 
form 
B,,{x) = J2 c^kcrPnix) = J2 CikP\Pn){x) {u G No), (4.4.8) 
/c=0 /c=0 
since cr"'P„(x) = 0, for m > n, which finishes the proof. 
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We say that {F„}J^o is a cr-Appell polynomial set of the transfer power series 
A{t), where 
A{t) = -J-. (4.4.9) 
Ait) 
According to Lemma 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.2.1, every polynomial set can be 
viewed as a cr-Appell polynomial set of the transfer power series A(t) for suitable a 
and A{t), which may be deduced from the following result: 
Lemma 4.4.3. A cr-polynomial set {Pn}^o ^f the transfer power series A{t) is 
generated by 
G{x,t) = A(t)Go{x,t)=^y Pn{x)- , (4.4.10) 
n=0 
where Go{x, t) is a solution of the system: 
aGQ{x,t) — tGo{x,t) 
Goix,Q)^l (4.4.11) 
and conversely. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1.: Let {Pnj^o be a polynomial set. From Theorem 4.2.1. 
there exist a derivative operator P E A^~^^ such that PPn = nP„_i. 
According to Lemma 4.4.1., there exists a sequence {B„}^o of basic polyno-
mials for P, and according to Lemma 4.2.2., there exists a power series A{t) = 
oo 
E ttn^ (ao 7^  0), satisfying Eq. (4.4.4). 
fc=0 _ 
Define a sequence of linear functionals {Pn}'^=o as 
(Pnlf) = ^ [ F M ( F ) ( / ) ( x ) U o = - ^ ^ / ( O ) (^ e No), 
where / is a polynomial. From relations (4.4.3) and (4.4.4), we have 
(P|P^) = ip"A(P) (P^) (0 ) 
= ^^"(5m)(0) 
which finishes the proof. 
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Remark 4.4.1. From theorem 4.4.1, an explicit expression of the dual sequence 
{P}^o of a P-polynomial set {Fn}^o ^^ ^^^^ transfer power series A{t) is given by 
«'i^ > = ;^  
pn 
lA{P) x=o n!A(P) 
4.5. ORTHOGONALITY OF A CLASS OF POLYNOMIAL SETS 
Our approach for studying the orthogonality of a polynomial set {Pn}^o ^'^^~ 
sists of two steps. Firstly, in order to assert the orthogonality of the considered 
polynomial set, we use Favard theorem via Theorem 4.1.1.. We then take C = PQ 
as the linear functional, for which we have the orthogonality, and we express it by 
means of Eq. (4.4.12). We thus express our main result given by: 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let {Pn}^o be a P-polynomial set of the transfer power series 
A{t) and let M be its raising operator. If M is given by Eq. (4.1.7) under the 
constraints (4.1.8), then {P„}^o i^  ^^ orthogonal polynomial set with respect to 
the hnear functional £ given by 
(^1/) = 7 ^ ( / ) ( 0 ) (/ e P)- (4.5.1) 
A(P) 
We now apply our main result (Theorem 4.5.1.) to some well-known orthogonal 
polynomial sets belonging to Sheffer family. 
Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials {cn{x; a)}„>o are generated by 
exp-«*(l + i)^ = 5 ^ ^ I ^ r ( a ^ O , | t l < l ) , 
n=0 
which is of the type (4.3.19) in Corollary 4.3.3. with 
A(0=exp-"* ,co = l, C{t) = t 
from which it is easily seen that 
A!{t) = ~aA{t), C*{t) = t, C'{t) = 1. 
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It follows that polynomial set {c„(.x; a)}„>o are quasi-monomial under the action 
of 
p = C*{a) = C*(Ai) - C*(A) = A (4.5.2) 
and 
^ A'{P) C'{P) 
M = — ^ +x ^ ' A{P) l + w A ^ 
1 
= —a + X 
1 + A 
= ( - a ( l + A)+a;)( l + A)-i 
= ( - a ( l + A) + x)T_i 
= T_i(-a( l + A)+ .x )+T_i 
= T _ i ( l - a - a A + x). 
(Since T_ix — xT_i = —T_i) 
Thus 
M = (l + A ) - ^ ( l - a + aA + x ) + r _ i . (4.5.3) 
On comparing with Eq. (4.1.7), we get 
ai = 1, 02 = 1, 03 = 0, 04 = 0, 05 = 1 — a, Ce = 1, a? = — 1 
^ay^Q, (03,ae) 7^  (0 ,0 ) , (04,07) ^ (0 ,0) 
Hence conditions (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) are satisfied and the orthogonality of the 
Poisson-Charlier polynomials follows. 
The linear functional C for which we have this orthogonahty can be deduced 
from Eq. (4.5.1) and thus for / G Cn{x]a), we obtain 
{c\f) = -V(/)(o) 
1 
exp(aA)(/){0) 
00 If. 
k=0 
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oc i. / k 
- E TT f E ( - l ) ' ^ ' f v)^C?)) (Since A'=(/)(0) = E ( - 1 ^ ^ 0 / 0 ) ) 
fc=0 j=0 
^ ^ , a^+i /A; + A oo oo oo m 
E E ( - l ) 7 F T - v T /O') (Since E E 5. , . - E E 5m-fc,.) 
t ^ .i-n \l^ + j)-\ J J m=Ok=0 m=Ofc=0 fc=0 i=0 
oo oo k+j 
A:z=0 .7=0 -^  
= E^E> 
oo 
exp(-a) J2 -^fiJ) 
E exp(-a)M/0-). 
7=0 ^ -^  • / 
Thus 
oo 
(>C|/) = E^(-?'W)' (4-5-4) 
3=0 
where P(j) == exp(—a)a-'/j! (j E No, a > 0) is probabihty density function of Pois-
son distribution. Hence Poisson-Charher polynomials are orthogonal with respect 
to Poisson distribution. 
Laguerre Polynomials 
The Laguerre polynomials {L,i (x)}„>o are generated by 
( l - t ) - " - ^ e x p 
^ ' n=0 
which is of the type (4.3.14) in Corollary 4.3.2. with 
A(t) = ( i - t r - \ B(t) = 5^- , c(f) = —^ 
n=0 
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from which it is easily seen that 
It follows that pol,ynomial set {Ln {x)}n>o are quasi-monomial under the action 
of 
^ A'(p\ ^ 
P = C*(a) and M =-^^ + xD^C'(P)a^''\ 
A{P) 
where a e A^ ~^ ^ is given by Dx- Hence 
and 
P = - ^ (4.5^5) 
M 
l - < 7 ( 1 - F ) 2 
= {a + 1){1 - Dx) - x{l - D^f (Since 1 - D^ = 1/1 - P) 
= (a + 1)(1 - Dx) - 2(1 - Dx) - (1 - D,)2x 
(Since (1 - Dx)^x - x(l - Dx)^ = -2Dx) 
_ a + l 2 1 _ _ 
~ 1 - P 1-P ( 1 - P ) 2 
= ( l - P ) - ' ^ ( ( a + l ) ( l - P ) - 2 ( l - P ) - x ) . 
Thus 
M = (1 -f p2 - 2P)-i((a - 1) - X + (1 - Q ) P ) . (4.5.6) 
On comparing with Eq. (4.1.7) we get 
ai = 1, a2 = —2, 03 = 0, 04 = 0, 05 = a — 1, as = —1, aj ~ I — a 
=> a, ^ 0, (03, as) 7^  (0,0), (a^, aj) + (0,0). 
Hence conditions (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) are satisfied and the orthogonahty of the 
Laguerre polynomials follows. 
The linear functional £ for which we have this orthogonality can be deduced 
from Eq. (4.5.1) and thus for / 6 L„ (x), we obtain 
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= — i (/)(o) 
= (1 - pr^\m) 
Thus 
= (1 - D,r'-\fm 
k=o ^ ' 
r ( a +1 ) ^ k\ 
= —i—^ y ^ifj^ r x'^^'e-^dx (Since n! = r e-'iVi) 
r ( « + i ) t ^ k\ Jo Jo J 
"1 POO "^ ^ fc 
r ( a + l) Jo 
^ ' /(a;)x"e-^rfx 
r ( a + 1) Jo 
0 r ( a + l) 
/•oo 
(>C|/) = / P(x)/(x)dx, (4.5.7) 
where P{x) — exp{—x)x'^/r{a + 1) (a > 1, 0 < x < oo), is probabihty density 
function of Gamma distribution. Hence Laguerre polynomials are orthogonal with 
respect to Gamma distribution. 
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Meixner Polynomials of First Kind 
The Meixner polynomials of first kind {M„(x;/3, a)}„>o are generated by 
Mn(3:;Aa) „ ( .- i)^,>-,- .E 
n! 
or ( 1 - ^ ) - ^ 1 + a - 1 t 
a l - t = E Mn{x;P,a)^^ 
n=0 n! 
which is of the type (4.3.19) in Corollary 4.3.3 with 
A{t) = {1 - t)-^, uj = l, C{t) = a- 1 t 
a l - t 
from which it is easily seen that 
P A'{t) :A{t) ,C*{t) ' :, C'{t)= " - ' ' 
action of 
and 
It follows that polynomial set {M„(x;/?, a)}„>o are quasi-monomial under the 
A 
p = C*{a) = C*(Ai) = C*(A) = 
^ A'{P) C\P) 
( a - l ) /a + A (4.5.8) 
A{P) 1 + a;A, 
/3 
+ 
(a — l)x 
1 - P a ( l - P ) 2 ( l + A) 
/9 ^ [a-\)x 
1 - P ( 1 - P ) ( a - P ) 
(Using (4.5.8)) 
P 
1 - P 
1 - P 
/5 
+ (a — l)x 
+ ( a - l ) 
L ( a - l ) ( l - P ) ( a - l ) ( a - P ) 
1 1 1 1 
-X-fl-ll-P a - l a - P 
1 - P 
1 
- + («-!) 
1 
1 1 1 1 
zX 
a- l \ i — p I — P a— I 
1 1 
:X + 
« - l \ a - P a-P a - 1 
/? 
1 - P + 
1 
1 - P a - P 
X — 
1 1 
+ 1 - P a-P 
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P {a-l)x a+l-2P 
1-P ( 1 - F ) ( a - P ) ( 1 - P ) ( a - P ) 
[(1 - P)(fl - P)]-'[P{a - P) + (a - l)x - a - 1 4- 2P], 
since we have 
1 1 1 1 
X ^ = —X — 
1 - P 1 - P 1 - P a - 1 
and 
1 1 1 1 
X PC = —X + a-P a-P a-P « - 1 
i ilUh 
M = [a - (a + 1)P + P^]"M/3a - a - I + {a - l)x + {2 - /3)P]. (4.5.9) 
On comparing with Eq. (4.1.7) we get 
ai = a, 02 = —(a-l-1), 03 = 0, 04 = 1, a5 — f3a — a—l, a6 = a —1, a-j = 2 — (i 
^ ai ^ 0, (ag, ae) ^ (0,0), (04,07) 7^  (0,0). 
Hence conditions (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) are satisfied and the orthogonality of the 
Meixner polynomials follows. 
The linear functional C for which we have this orthogonality can be deduced 
from Eq.(4.5.1) and thus for / e Mn{x;P,a), we obtain 
(£|/) = -4^(/)(0) 
A{P) 
= (l-P)^(/)(0) 
I + ^ A ) " V ) ( O ) 
k 
^E(-/)(^-)(/KO) 
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k 
E 
3=0 
(Since A^(/)(0)=E(- i r^(-) /O)) 
oo oo oo m 
(Since E E m^.fc = E E ^m-fc.fc) 
m=0 A:=0 m=0 A;=0 
Thus 
oo 
(^l/) = E ^ ( ^ ' ) / W (4.5.10) 
i=o 
where P(j) = ('^'^)(—a)''(l — a)^ (j G NQ) is probabihty density function of negative 
binomial distribution. Hence Meixner polynomials are orthogonal with respect to 
negative binomial distribution. 
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CHAPTER 5 
LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SHEFFER 
POLYNOMIAL SETS VIA DERIVATIVE OPERATORS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P be the space of polynomials with complex coefficients, that is, coeffi-
cients in C. Let {5„},^o ^^^ {^n}^o ^e two polynomial sets in P. The so called 
connection problem between them asks to find the coefficients Cmin) in the expres-
sion: 
n 
Sn{x) = J2<^rn{n)Pm{x) ( 5 . L 1 ) 
m=0 
which for Sn{x) = x" is known as the inversion problem for the polynomial set 
{P„}^=o- When Si+j{x) = Qi{x)Rj{x) in Eq. (5.1.1), {Qn}Z.o and {Rn}Zo being 
two polynomial sets, we are faced to the general linearization problem or simply 
linearization problem. 
i+j 
Qi{x)Rj{x) = Y^ Lij{k)Pk{x). (5.L2) 
fc=0 
Particular case of this problem is the standard linearization or Clebsch — 
Gordan — type problem 
i+j 
Pi{x)Pj{x) = Y, Lij{k)Pkix). (5.L3) 
fc=0 
The computation of the connection and linearization coefficients plays an im-
portant role in many situations of pure and applied mathematics and also in physical 
and quantum chemical applications. The literature on this topic is extremely vast 
and a wide variety of methods, based on specific properties of the involved polyno-
mials, have been devised for computing the linearization coefficients Lij{k) either 
in closed form or by means of recursive relations (usually in k), exploiting for this 
purpose several of their specific properties: recurrence relation, generating function 
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orthogonality weights and Rodrigue's formula, inversion formulas, and so forth. A. 
combinatorial approach to solve the linearization problems was also given. 
A general method, based on lowering operators, was developed in [14, 15] to 
solve connection problems. The purpose of this Chapter is to show that such a 
technique can likewise be used to treat linearization problems. 
The outline of this Chapter is as follows. In Section 5.2, we give a result for a 
general linearization problem. In Section 5.3 we prove generalized Leibniz formula, 
to express explicitly the standard hnearization coefficients for Sheffer polynomials 
sets (Theorem 5.3.2.). In Section 5.4 for practical uses of the main result, we give the 
standard linearization coefficients for some well-known basic Sheffer polynomial sets. 
Finally, in Section 5.5, we apply Theorem 5.3.2. to orthogonal Sheffer polynomial 
sets. 
5.2. A GENERAL RESULT 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let a e A^ ^^ and {Pn}^=o be a a-Appell polynomial set of the 
transfer power series A. Then the hnearization coefficients in (5.1.2) are given by 
L.jik) = ^a''A{a){QiRj){0) (z, j e No, fc = 0,1, • • -, z + j). (5.2.1) 
Proof: Taking / = QiRj in Eq. (4.4.12) 
1 {P\QiR^) = ~a''A{a){Q,R^){x) 
x=0 
Using Eq. (5.1.2), we obtain 
i+j 
P 
A:=0 
i+j 
Y^L,jik)pA - -^a''A{a){QiRj){x) 
x=Xi 
or y\ Lij{k){P\Pk) = -yAia){QiRj){x) 
^—' 77,! 
fe=0 x=0 
Now, using Eq. (4.1.3), we get 
i+j -. 
k=0 x=0 
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1 l.^ 
or, Lij{k) = -a''A{a){QiRj){x) 
x=0 
5.3. LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SHEFFER 
POLYNOMIAL SETS 
Theorem 5.3.1.(Generalized Leibniz Formula) Let a € A^ "-*^  and {5„}^o t>e the 
sequence of basic polynomials for a. Suppose that a commutates with the derivative 
operator D. Let / and g be two formal power series. Then, 
oo m 
a-{f[z)g{z)) = Y.Y1 Ck,m{nyf{z)a"^-'g{z), (5.3.1) 
m=n fe=0 
where 
Ck,m{n} 1 -y{BkBm-k){x) 
1 = 0 k\{m - k)\ 
Proof: Let Zo £ C. Define the translation operators T^^ by 
T.Jiz)^e'^''f{z) = fiz + Zo). 
Since a commutates with T^^, f and g have the formal power expansions: 
(5.3.2) 
oo 
/ (^) = T^Jiz -Zo) = J2 ^^T^B^z - zo), 
m=0 
9(^) = E '-^B-{z - ^o) 
m=0 
by virtue of Eq. (4.4.12). So 
^'V\z)giz)) = a" ±q^Bkiz-z.)±^-^BUz-z.) 
k=0 ' m=0 
a 
 
>- m = 0 fc=0 
(m-A;)! 
that is, 
<r\f{z)g{z)) = f ; E ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ " - - o ) 5 _ . ( z - Zo)), 
m=n fc=0 " ^ '' 
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since a^\Bk[z - Zo)Bra-k{z - Zo)) - 0, if m < n. Now, since z^ is arbitrary, put 
z = 2o in the above equation, we get 
m=n fc=0 ^ 
oo rn _ 
Thus 
, „ k\im-k)\ 
m=n fc=0 ' 
Remark 5.3.1. For the particular case a = D, the corresponding basic sequence 
is Bn{x) = x". Then the coefficients in Eq. (5.3.2) are given by 
K\{m — k)\ 
n\ 
fc!(m-fc)! "'"^  (5.3.3) x=0 
and Eq. (5.3.1) is reduced to the well-known Leibniz formula 
0"(/(z)p(z)) = J2 (^) D'f{z)D--'g{z). (5.3.4) 
fc=0 
Theorem 5.3.2. The hnearization coefficients in Eq. (5.1.3) with {P„}^0) ^ 
ShefFer polynomial set, are given by 
L^Ak) = E E ( j ( ^ i ]/p„(A;)I(C*(D))(Pi_pP,_^+p)(x) 
where lnm{k) are the standard hnearization coefficients for the corresponding basic 
sequence generated by 
^C*'^ (C(0 + C(s)) = J3 ^M^n^^ (5 3 g^  
ra.m 
Proof: { P K I ^ O ^^  '^ cr-Appell polynomial set of transfer power series A, where 
a — C*{D). The Basic sequence {5„}5JLQ is a cr-Appell polynomial set of transfer 
power series 1. Then from Eq. (5.2.1), we have 
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^^i(^) = ^<r'A{a)iQiRj){x) 
1 
II 
1 
k 
x = 0 
AiC*iD))a''{Q,Rj){x) 
x=0 
oo m 
1=0 m=k p=0 
(Using Eq. (5.3.1)) 
Tn.=k p=0 
oo n 
x = 0 
m=k p 
oo 771 
m=A; p=0 
I - pj k\ 
J \ 1 
E E y [J_ p) ^^vAk)p\{m - p)!A(C*(D))P,_,(x)P,_(_rt(x) 
a;=0 
^EEQUIJ^*-" 1 p!(m — p)! 
a\B^Bm-p){x) 
1=0 
^(C*(D))Pi_p(x)P,_(^_p)(a;) 
x = 0 
(Using Eq. (5.3.2)) 
oo m 
J 
- E E L [ ' )ip,m-pA{c*{Dm^,{x)Pj_^^_,){x) 
m=k p=0 ^-^^ ^ ^ 1=0 
(Using Eq. (5.2.1)) 
which proves Eq. (5.3.5). Now according to Eq. (5.2.1), we have 
1 
c=0 
^C*'DiB,Bj){x) 
oo 
1=0 
(where C*''{t) = ^ «n,fc^ ") 
n=k 
1=0 
^ 00 
=-j^Yl''r^,kD^^B,B^^{x) 
n=k 
" n=fc ^ p=0 ^ ^ ^ ' ' 
- ^ E «".^  ( E (p) ^ (^)^5.c(a)'=-p,) {X) 
. oo 
== U E «"„^(C(^)Si + C{a)Binx) 
(using Eq. (5.3.4)) 
x = 0 
n=k x=Q 
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Thus 
h^k) = ~C*\C{a{B,)) + CiaiBjMx) 
x=0 
Taking l/k\C*''{C{t) + C{s)){x) = ^ a„,^(A:)rs'", in the above equation and 
n,m 
using the definition of sequence of basic polynomials, we obtain 
x=0 
kj{k) - ^a„,^(fc)(a"(i30o--(B,))(:r) 
n,Tn 
= ^ 0-n,m{k){{i)n{Bi^n)U)m{Bj_rn)){x) 
= i\j\aij{k), 
x=0 
which gives Eq. (5.3.6). 
5.4. LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR BASIC SHEFFER 
POLYNOMIAL SETS 
Here we use Eq. (5.3.6) to express exphcitly the standard linearization coeffi-
cients for some well-known basic Sheffer polynomialsets. 
Lower Factorial Polynomials 
The lower factorial polynomial set {{x)n}n>o is generated by 
O O . X 
exp(xlog(l + t)) = ^ ^ r 
n=0 n\ 
For this case we have C{t) = log(l +1) and C*{t) = e* - 1. 
It follows that {x)n is a a-Appell polynomial set, where a 
difference operator and 
= e° — 1 is the 
lc*'{C{t) + C{s)) = lc*'{\og{l + t) + log(l + s)) 
^^C*'{log{l + t + s + st)) 
= --[explog(l + t + s + st)-l]'' 
ki 
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liit + s + st)' 
EE 
- ^ ^—•'^nlmUk — n — m)!' 
n=0 m=0 ^ ' 
that is, 
]-f'\C{t) + C{s)) = ^ % (5.4.1) 
/c! ^ ( / i ; - j ) ! ( f c - z ) ! ( 2 + j - ^ ) ! 
which on comparing with Eq. (5.3.6), gives 
i\j\ 
^'^^^^~ [k-Mk-i)\{i + j-k)\ • ^ -^^ -^ ^ 
Basic Laguerre Polynomials 
The basic Laguerre polynomial set {L„(a:)}„>o is generated by 
xt \ —^V L „ ( x ) 
- i^hE^'^ 
n = 0 
For this case we have C(t) = C*{t) = t/{t - 1). 
It follows that Ln{x) is a a-Appell polynomial set, where a = D/{D — 1) is the 
Laguerre operator, and 
_- (J 
k\ \s + t-st-l 
1 / S + ^ - 2 S A ' ' 
" ^ V ^-st ) 
= ^(t + s-2st)''{l-st)-'' k\ 
"^  ^ ~ " °° r,(r) I" o\fc—n—TTi j-k+r—m „k+r—n 
- ^ • ^ - ^ n! m! r! (A; — n — m)! 
n = 0 rre=0 r = 0 ^ ' 
that is, 
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which on comparing with Eq. (5.3.6), gives 
' ^Qn\{k + n~j)\{k + n-i)\{i + j-k-2n)l 
Basic Meixner Polynomials 
The basic Meixner polynomial set {Pn{x)}n>o is generated by 
(5.4.4) 
For this case we have 
Pn{x) 
n=0 
c(t)=iogfif^Y c-w= "'-^ 
It follows that Pn{x) is a cr-Appell polynomial set, where a — (e^ — l){e^ -1/a), 
and 
l ^ *W^/ .^ . ^ . . ^ ^ _ ^ ^*fc/^ ,„„ /^ ^  " ^ / « \ , i „ „ / ^ l - ^ ^ ^ 
-C-(C(0 + Cis)) = -C^^^log ^ - ^ J + log ^  ^ ^ ^ 
k\ V V 1 - ^ 1 - « 
1 ft + S'-{l + l/a)stY 
k\\ 1 - s^a y 
^{t + s-{l + l/a)stf{l-st/a)~'' 
^ ^ ~ A;^ '') ( - 1 - 1 / a ) ^ - " ' " * ^fc+r-m ^fc+r-n 
2~j ^ ^ n\ m\ r\ (k - n - m)\ a'' '' 
n=0 m=0 r=0 ^ ^ 
that is, 
1 v ^ v - ^ '^^ ''^  (~1 ~ llaY'^^''^'''^ V s^ 
-C* (C(t) + C{s)) = Z ^ Z ^ (/c + r - j ) ! {k + r-iy.r\ {i + j - k - 2r)\ a^' 
(5.4.5) 
which on comparing with (5.3.6), gives 
^^n\a'^ {k + n-j)\{k + n-i)\{i+j-k-2n)V ^ ' 
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5.5. LINEARIZATION COEFFICIENTS FOR ORTHOGONAL 
SHEFFER POLYNOMIAL SETS 
In order to show the efficiency of the proposed approach, we apply Theorem. 
5.3.2. to orthogonal ShefFer polynomial sets to derive some already obtained results 
in the hterature by alternative methods. 
Corollary 5.5.1. The linearization coefficients in Eq. (5.1.3) for {P„}^o ^^ or-
thogonal (7-Appell polynomial set of transfer power series A of Sheffer type are given 
by 
2s<i+j-k \ / \ / 
where Is = {C\PsPs) = A{a){Pg){x)\x=.o and kj are the standard linearization coef-
ficients for the corresponding basic sequence. 
Proof: Theorem 5.3.2., states that 
Lijik) - f^f2 C) ( i )lp,m-p{k)A{C*{D)){P^,Pj.m+p){x) 
L. „-n \P/ V^ P/ c=0 m=k p=0 
but for the orthogonal polynomials, we have 
PaPt = 5a,b • 
Thus taking 
i — p = j — rn + p = s 
=> p = i — s 
and m — p = j — s. 
Putting these values in Eq. (5.3.5), we get the required result. 
Next, for each case, we use Eq. (5.5.1) to express explicitly the corresponding 
standard linearization coefficients. 
Poisson-Charlier Polynomials 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials {c„(x;a)}„>o are generated by 
e -" ' ( l+ t )^ = X ^ ^ ^ ^ i " . 
n = 0 
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On comparing with Eq. (4.3.19), we get 
C{t) = t, Ait) = e-^\ 
which gives 
C*{t) = t. 
It follows that Cn{x; a) is a, cr-Appell polynomial set, where a = A. Since the 
corresponding basic sequence is the lower factorial polynomial set {{x)n}n>o, we 
have 
iljl 
Hj\k) — {k-j)\{k-i)\{i+j-k)\ 
by virtue of Eq. (5.4.2). From Theorem 4.5.1., the linear functional for which 
orthogonality holds is 
{C\f)=A{a){fm = Y^P{j)f{j), 
where 
PU) = e - " ^ , a > 0. 
Then we have [17], Is = a^sl. According to Eq. (5.5.1), we obtain 
2s<i+j-k ^ / \ / 
V ('^f^] {I-S)KJ-S)\ 
2 . i ; ^ - , VV \sj [s + k- j)\{s + k-i)\{i + j - k - 2s)! a s\, 
that is, 
^^^•^^^" ^ {s + k-jy.{s + k-i)\{i + j~k-2s)/- ^ -^^ -^ ^ 
2s<i+j~k 
Laguerre Polynomials 
The Laguerre polynomials {Ln {x)}n>o are generated by 
(I-O-exp(^).X;^. 
On comparing with Eq. (4.3.14), we get 
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^(0 = ^ , A{t) = {1 - t)-^-\ 
which gives 
C*{t) ^ 
t-1 
It follows that Ln (x) is a cr-Appell polynomial set, where a = D/{D-1). Since 
the corresponding basic sequence is the basic Laguerre polynomial set {Ln(a;)}„>o, 
we have 
" ^ "'(fc + n- jy.{k + n - i)\{i + j - k - 2n)\' 
by virtue of Eq. (5.4.4). Prom Theorem 4.5.1, the linear functional for which 
orthogonality holds is 
where 
/>oo 
(£ | / ) = A{a){fm = / P{x)fix)dx, 
Jo 
^'"' = r(;:rrTy "^-'-
Then we have [17] Is = s\{a + l)^^K According to Eq. (5.5.1), we obtain 
0.= ^ V_Li_t V / \ / 2s<i+j~k 
2s<i+j-k \ / \ / n=0 
^ W J \ Y^ fc(») (_2)'+^'-^"-^^-^ {i - 3)! (j - s)\ s\ {a + 1)(^ ) 
s) \s) ^ n\ {k + n + s- j)\ {k + n + s-i)\ {i + j - k - 2n - 2s)\ 
^ ^ A;(") (_2)i+i-2n-2.-fe (^ + i)(.) ,1 ^ -^j 
2s<i+j-kn ^ n! (A; + n + s - j )! (A; + n + s - z)! {i+j~k-2n- 2s)!' 
which in view of the well-known relationship [69, 71]: 
.^ -—' m i n i • ' i - ^ 
min! ^—' n! 
{cn} being a sequence of complex numbers, assumes the form 
^ y ^ (g + 1 + A:)^ ^^  (-2)'+^--^-^^ i\ j \ 
p! (p+fc -z ) ! (p + k-jy. (i + j -k-2p)\' 
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(5.5.3) 
Meixner Polynomials of First Kind 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials {c„(j;;a)}„>o are generated by 
On comparing with Eq. (4.3.19), we get 
which gives 
C*{t) = ^ — - . 
It follows that Mn{x; /3, a) is a a-Appell polynomial set, where a = (e^ — 1)/ 
(e-'^  — 1/a). Since the corresponding basic sequence is basic Meixner polynomial set 
{P„(x)}„>o, we have 
' ^ ^ " ! a" (k + n-j)] {k + n-i)\ {i+j-k-2ny: 
by virtue of Eq. (5.4.6). From Theorem 4.5.1., the linear functional for which 
orthogonality holds is 
oo 
{C\f)=A{a)if)iO) = ^P{j)m, 
3=0 
where 
P ( j ) = ( ' / ) ( - « y ( l - < 
Then we have [41, 42] />, = s\(3^^'>a'\ According to Eq. (5.5.1), we obtain 
0„^,_I_V_1- V / \ / 2s<i+j-k 
oo 
2s<i+j-/c ^ / \ / Ti=0 
i \ n \ Y^ A:^ ") ( -1 - l/fl)'+i-2"-2^-fc (i - g)! (j - s)\ s\ P^'^ g-' 
s) \s) ^ n \ a"" (k + n + s- jy. (k + n + s-i)\ (i + j ~k-2n-2s)\ 
^ y > A;(") ( - 1 - i/a)''+i-2n-2s-/: ,^ M^ ^(.) 
n! s! a"+'' (k + n + s - jV. (k + n + s - iV. (i + j - k - 2n - 2s)V 
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which in view of the well-known relationship [69, 71]: 
Z ^ min i ^ n\ ' 
vfv.m '^—' n! 
{c„} being a sequence of complex numbers, assumes the form 
p! (p + A; - 2)! (p + /c - j )! [i-Vj - k - 2p)!' 
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(5.5.4) 
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